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10+10
Bad Girls  女孩壞壞 
Bang bang formosa!  寶島大爆走 
Battle of Tien-Hau  天后之戰 
Bear It  熊熊愛上你 
Black and White The Dawn of Assault 痞子英雄首部曲 : 全面開戰 
Cha Cha for Twins  寶米恰恰 
Days We Stared at the Sun  他們在畢業的前一天爆炸 
Din Tao :Leader of the Parade 陣頭 
Double Trouble  寶島雙雄 
Father's Lullaby  手機裡的眼淚 
Finding Sayun  不一樣的月光 
Flying Dragon, Dancing Phoenix  龍飛鳳舞 
Four Hands  麵引子 
Gf*Bf  女朋友。男朋友 
Go Go Daddy  搶救老爸 
Great Wall My Love  追愛 
Hotel Blackcat  黑貓大旅社 
Insider or Ousider (TV film series) 內人 /外人系列電影 
Im Here for You  為你而來
Joyful Reunion  飲食男女—好遠又好近 
Legend of The T-Dog  命運狗不理 
Love is Sin  白天的星星 
LOVE SICK  戀愛恐慌症 
LOVE  愛 
MAYDAY 3DNA  五月天 追夢 3DNA 
MAYDAY NOW HERE 3D  五月天 諾亞方舟 3D 
Mother Android II  瑪德 2號 
Mulan On the run  木蘭花 
Old Time Photo Studio  舊情照像館 
Perfect Two  新天生一對 
Pick the Youth  皮克青春 
POOR FOLK  窮人。榴櫣。麻藥。偷渡客 
Return Ticket  到阜陽六百里 
Return to Burma  歸來的人 
Ripples of Desire  花漾 
Road Less Traveled  樂之路 
Silent Code BBS  BBS鄉民的正義
Soul 失魂 
Starry Starry Night  星空 
Step Back to Glory  志氣 
Stilt  候鳥來的季節 
The Boxing Outsider2  無敵 2 
The Fierce Wife  犀利人妻最終回：幸福男．不難 
The Ghost Tales  變羊記 
The Soul Of Bread  愛的麵包魂 
The Spin Kid  電哪吒 
The Triangle Land  幸福三角地 
To My Dear Granny  親愛的奶奶 
Together  甜．祕密 
Viva Baseball  球來就打 
War Game 229  燃燒吧 ! 歐吉桑 
Warriors of the Rainbow Seediq Bale  賽德克巴萊 
Westgate Tango  西門町 
When a Wolf Falls in Love with a Sheep  南方小羊牧場 
When Yesterday Comes  昨日的記憶 
Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow?  明天記得愛上我 
Young Dudes  騷人 

Delivery Killer 外賣殺手 
Desperation Move  必殺技 
Double Happiness Limited  幸福定格
Exorcist B咖驅靈師 
Far End of Heaven  天堂的邊緣
Green Field Lane No.1 青田街一號 
KANO  
Losers  格鬥王 
LOVE U FOREVER, LOVING U  2013920
Magical Apartment  奇幻公寓 
My Boyfriend Is a Paparazzo  狗狗纏
My Egg Boy 蛋男 
No Name  無名 
Play Universe  玩宇宙 
Songs of Siren  賽蓮之歌 
The Assassin 聶隱娘 
Touched  鄰家女孩 
Untitled  肥田出租 
Who killed Cock Robin  目擊者 

A Lost Poem About Teenage  懵懵 
After Dark  黑暗之後 
Alone, But Not Lonely  一百萬個孤獨 
Hunting  緝凶 
Including Her Out  華麗緣 
Serendipity  轉瞬間 
Strange Lovers  我在平行世界愛你 
The Blackout Village  下落村的來電 
Thief  小偷 
True School  背影 
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Film Projects

Short Film 

企劃案

短片

I n d e x

Feature Film 劇情片
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A Year in the Clouds  司馬庫斯 
Abba  阿爸 
Ebb and Flow  退潮 
Face to Face  正面迎擊 
Go Grandriders  不老騎士 -歐兜邁環台日記 
Millionaires in Check Fun  百萬格子小富翁 
The Dream Never Sets  日落大夢 
THE INSPIRED ISLAND :  他們在島嶼寫作 -文學大師系列電影 
Series of Eminent Writers from Taiwan 
The Raw and the Cooked  美食人情味 

Melody 腳趾上的星光 
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Documentary

Animation

紀錄片

動畫

Taipei Film Commission
台北市電影委員會

Tel:  +886-2-2709-3880
Fax:  +886-2-2709-3905
Address:  B1 No. 18, Ln. 112, Sec. 4, 
 Ren-ai Rd., Da-an Dist., 
 Taipei City 106, Taiwan
Website: www.taipeifilmcommission.org

Ministry of Culture
文化部

Tel:  +886-2-2375-8368   
Address:  No.3, Section 1, Kaifeng Street,  
 Taipei 10047, Taiwan
Website: www.bamid.gov.tw

Supervised by

Presented by

2010.09 ~ 2013 

Taiwan Cinema

I n d e x
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Name: Zoe CHEN TEL: +886-2-2370-0456 

E-mail: programme@goldenhorse.org.tw Website: www.goldenhorse.org.tw 

Synopsis

10+10 is a project initiated by the Taipei Golden Horse Film Festival to demonstrate the solidarity 
between Taiwanese film-makers. 20 directors are invited to make a 5-minute short film each 
on the theme of the “Uniqueness of Taiwan,” but allowed total freedom in all other aspects. 
The Festival believes that this collaboration would be a great inspiration for film-makers and 
audiences. 

Format: 35mm/DCP

Running Time: 120 mins

Director: WANG Shau-Di, WANG Tung, 
CHU Yen-Ping, HO Wi-Ding, WU Nien-
Chen, SHEN Ko-Shang, HOU Hsiao-Hsien, 
HOU Chi- Jan,  Sylv ia CHANG, CHANG 
Tso-Chi, CHEN Yu-Hsun, CHEN Kuo-Fu, 
Arvin CHEN, YANG Ya-Ch, CHENG Wen-
Tang, CHENG Yu-Chieh, HSIAO Ya-Chuan, 
Leon DAI, CHUNG Mong-Hong, WEI Te-
Sheng 

Producer:  Ta ipe i  Go lden  Ho r se  F i lm 
Festival Executive Committee

Production Company: Taipei Golden Horse 
Film Festival Executive Committee

Year of Completion: 2011

Synopsis

This summer, even “bad girls” can find their true love’s kiss.

Well versed in martial arts and impulsively stubborn, Dawn is viewed as a distasteful concoction 
between defiance and justice.  She and her girlfriends created a vigilante group called “The Bad Girls” 
to sweep any thugs within their sight.

Yet when a film unit arrives at her high-school location for a shoot, coincidently she finds herself playing 
the female lover of a knight-in-shiny armor, played by the cocky super-idol Justin.

Dawn intends to make an example out of Justin, but she is soon enslaved to his amazing collection of 
food. She begins to ponder: Am I in love with his food or with him?

But dating a super-idol isn’t for the faint-hearted.  Facing public scrutiny and attacks from all sides, 
Dawn must muster her strength, and confronts the “Great Satan” that stands between her and her love.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 90 mins

Director: Seven WONG

Producer: Tony YANG

Production Company: Alkemi Films

Distributor: Buena Vista Film Company Ltd. (Taiwan)

Year of Completion: 2012.03

Name: Jade LEE TEL: +886-2-2239-8855 #152  Mobile:+886-929-768-778
E-mail: jadelee@maximavc.com / Jade_parisis@yahoo.com.tw

1 0 + 1 0 Bad Girls 
女孩壞壞

Honor
 » 2011 Taipei Golden Horse Fi lm Festival  

 Opening Film
 » 2012 Internationale Filmfestspiele Berlin  

 Panorama

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

18-year-old Shanghai girl Yanfei goes to Xiamen to visit her friend. Two kidnappers are about to 
get her when she falls asleep in the car which is then stowed away on a ship bound for Taiwan. 
Yanfei is arrested as an illegal immigrant by the Taiwanese police officer Peng, yet she successfully 
escapes and gets onto a bus for a tour in Taiwan.

The brain behind the kidnap is Zhaoba and he now offers a reward of 5 million dollars for anyone 
who brings Yanfei unharmed to him. This notice sends three teams into action – the rock band 
brothers, the betel nut lady gangster and an aboriginal teacher. Zhaoba later comes over to Taiwan 
to join the action.

When Peng finds Yanfei, they are both hunted by the others so they run away together. Then 
Zhaoba kidnaps Peng’s daughter in exchange for Yanfei. Amidst the chaos, a truth is emerging 
from it… 

Synopsis

In Puzih - a small coastal town located in the scorching-hot southern Taiwan, a baseball team from 
Shu Dong Senior High School, sponsored by Pei-Tien Temple which worships the Taoist goddess 
Mazu, is struggling for survival. After a series of humiliating defeats and shortage of support, the 
team rehabilitates with the help of Coach Keng and by winning over a dragon boat race against a 
fisherman team invincible in 18 years. The rigorous training and teamwork they endured to win 
the boat race help them to defeat a university team and reinvigorate local support. 

In 2003, achieving in the top 8 teams of the Golden Dragon Flag’s National Competition, the team 
now faces top-ranked team from Gang-Bei High School formed by the Beigang Chao-Tien Temple, 
which also honors Mazu. As they take the field to fight this famous “Battle of Tien Hau”, the sky 
darkens and the players begin their game in the fierce wind and rain.

Format: HD

Running Time: 130 mins

Director: LIN, Li-Shu

Producer: WANG, Min-Li

Production Company: BOTH Production Co., Ltd.

Distributor: Media Development Corporation.

Year of Completion: 2013.01

Name: Red HE TEL:+886-2-2657-1577 Mobile: +886-912-912-200
E-mail: redhrd@gmail.com

Name: Wayne CHANG TEL: +886-2-2558-7969  Mobile:+886-978-397-358
E-mail: wayne@waynechang.me

Format:HD

Running Time: 100 mins

Director: Andy LUO

Producer: David TANG / Jimmy HUANG

Production Company: Renaissance Film Limited.

Distributor: Walt Disney Studios Motion Picturs (Taiwan)

Year of Completion: 2012.01

Battle of Tien-Hau 
天后之戰

Bang bang Formosa!
寶島大爆走

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Tiring of serving people, Peter, a tour guide, brings Teddy Bears that are considered as families or 
pets to their owners to travel abroad. On his way to pick up a Teddy Bear, a car accident happens. 
All 3 Bears are missing. To stall for time and money, Peter needs to figure out how to continue this 
unusual trip right away.

Synopsis

A junior policeman, who is fearless to death and who leaves no space between right and wrong, 
can do anything for just one truth, while a gangster, who fears death the most and who is 
struggling for a chance of his life, has drew life threats from his risky action all for love. One 
policeman and one gangster can be great partners that you have never imagined. Somehow, 
rescue of the world now is entirely relying on the partners. Within 36 hours, they must resolve the 
crisis that could destroy the Harbor City.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 143 mins

Director: Yueh-Hsun TSAI

Producer: Crystal YU

Production Company: Prajna Works Entertainment Co. Ltd.

Distributor: Warner Bros. Taiwan

Year of Completion: 2012

Name: James LIU TEL:+886-2-2720-6007 Mobile: +886-922-611-535
E-mail: james@j-ent.com.tw Website: www.j-ent.com.tw/sales

Name: Desmond YANG TEL: +886-2-8978-5566 Mobile: +886-953-609-006
E-mail: intlsales.atom@gmail.com 

Format:35mm

Running Time: 103 mins

Director: CHENG FenFen

Producer: CEEN Hsi-Sheng
Production Company: 

Great Vision Film & TV Production
Distributor: 

Joint Entertainment International Inc.

Year of Completion: 2012.02

Black and White: The Dawn of Assault  
痞子英雄首部曲  全面開戰

Bear It 
熊熊愛上你

Honor
 » Osaka Asian Film Festival in competition
 » Italy Asian Film Festival - Best Original 

Film
 » Taipei Film Festival in competition

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Hao-yuan (Chen Hao-yuan) achieved the highest score in the country on the national high school 
entrance examination. At the same time, he also faces a host of family issues difficult for him to 
cope with. Caving in under the pressure, he blows up in front of all his classmates at his new 
school’s opening assembly.

One new classmate, Hong Cheng-yi, tries to stage a bank robbery to impress Hao-yuan. This story 
highlights typical issues among teenagers facing the transformation into adulthood.

Their lives should be carefree and full of joy, but Hao-yuan suffers from cruel reality. Should he 
play by the rules of the game, or will he explode with fury? 

Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: 110 mins

Director: Yu-chieh CHENG

Producer: Hank TSENG /Hsiao-Ching TING 

Production Company: Hank’s Films Co./PTS 

Distributor: Good Day Films /PTS

Year of Completion: 2011

Name: James Chia-Hao HSU Mobile: +886-985-154-363
E-mail: reelasia@gmail.com Website: reelasiapictures.com

Synopsis

It is the most important of defining one’s self and identity in adolescence. Most struggle through 
it, finding ways to try on different identities, be it goth, jock, or drama geek, until one sticks. 
Imagine how hard it would be to feel like an individual when people fail to differentiate between 
you and your twin sibling!

Poni and Mini do everything together: they go to the same school, get good grades, and play 
on the basketball team. But Poni, in typical teenage fashion, starts to feel angst about being so 
inextricably linked to her identical sister, and how it stands in her way of her individual identity. 
What was once convenient and even advantageous had become a burden, especially once they 
each catch the attention of two very different boys: the debate team captain and the school’s 
resident knuckle head, who can’t tell Poni and Mini apart.

Format:35mm

Running Time: 110 mins

Director: Yi-Chien YANG / Jim WANG

Producer: James Chia-Hao HSU

Production Company: Reel Asia Pictures

Distributor: Reel Asia Pictures

Year of Completion: 2012.05

Days We Stared at the Sun 
他們在畢業的前一天爆炸

Cha Cha for Twins 
寶米恰恰

Name: Christine LIN TEL: +886-2-2711-0331 Mobile: +886-926-236-252
E-mail: taixlin@gmail.com Website: facebook.com/hanksfilms
Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile: +886-932-310-093 

E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Hai, a bodyguard from Beijing, was luckily offered a free trip to Taiwan. But on the very first day 
of his trip, Hai got lost and separated from the tour group. He met a local detective, Jay, who tried 
to send Hai back to his group and both of them traveled together from Taipei south to Kaohsiung. 
They didn’t seem to get along well with each other at the beginning due to the differences of their 
backgrounds and even worse, they were set up as suspects for a theft case in National Palace 
Museum. Can Hai and Jay work together to save themselves from the troubles? And will Hai 
successfully reunite with his group?

Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: Around 100 mins

Director: David CHANG

Producer: Michelle YEH

Production Company: Three Dots Entertainment

Distributor: Serenity Entertainment International

Year of Completion: Summer, 2012.06

Name: Eva YEH TEL: +886-2-2371-8567 #14 Mobile: +886-988-164-618
E-mail: evayeh@ifilm.com.tw

Synopsis

Both Tai (played by Alan Kuo) and Xian (played by Alien Huang) were born into a long-line of 
Din-tao players, but their fathers are the sworn enemy to each other. When Tai takes over the 
troupe from his father, he leads them to embark on a trip all around the coast. They travel on foot 
with drums on their backs and demonstrate the true spirit of Din-tao as they walk along. 

Their passion moves everyone that even Xian, their staunchest rival, decides to join them. The 
innovation they bring into Din-tao gets a huge applause from the public, but it seems to threaten 
the relationships in their families... How are Tai and Xian going to prove they could create a brand 
new Din-tao culture without dressing up as gods and the religious reference?

Format:DCP

Running Time: 123 mins

Director: FUNG Kai

Producer: FUNG Kai / CHIANG Ming-yeh

Production Company: Magnificent Film Entertainment Co., Ltd

Distributor: Twentieth Century Fox Film Cooperation Taiwan Branch

Year of Completion: 2012.05

Double Trouble
寶島雙雄

Din Tao: Leader of the Parade
陣頭

Name: Shao-Yi CHEN TEL: +886-2-2775-1997 #5008 Mobile: +886-988-081-930
E-mail: shaoyi.chen@serenity-group.com Website: www.serenity-group.com 

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

A TV crew was attracted by an old story about a Taiyan girl who was trapped in Heipi Tribe 
as early as the ages of Sino-Japanese War. The crew members intend to develop a historical TV 
drama out of the story. You Gan, a Taiyan hunter boy, still doesn’t understand the reason behind 
these out-of-town people spending their time doing research here. 

You Ming, You Gan’s uncle, decides to stay in the tribe for taking care of his first love who has 
just lost her husband. He’s hospitable and willing to tell everything he learns. With his help, the 
leading team of the crew collects all kinds of info for searching the relevant legends and figures. 
A crew girl named Xiao Ru even insists on climbing a 3,000-meter-high mountain, following You 
Gan’s grandpa Ha Yong to visit their old tribe. Since the trip is so dangerous, she almost gets 
killed on the way but luckily You Gan and his hunter partners saved her life. After the thrilling 
journey, Xiao Ru goes back to Taipei and brings their director to confirm the shooting schedule. 
But when most crew people arrive, they surprising find out that Grandpa Ha Yong has passed 
away…

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 95 mins

Director: CHEN Jie-Yao

Producer: Eric LIANG

Production Company: SKY FILMS Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Distributor: SKY FILMS Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2011.11

Name: Chien-Yu FAN TEL: +886-2-2737-3152 Mobile: +886-922-606-504
E-mail: vigofan1962@hotmail.com

Synopsis

One day, Lily finds a little girl with hearing impairment falling on the street and decides to walk her to 
school, causing her to arrive late at work. Masahiro, Lily’s colleague at the ER, is also completing his 
residency. On March 11th, the day when a mega earthquake hits Japan, Masahiro anxiously checks his cell 
phone as he is unable to reach his sister in Japan.

On the same night, while Professor Chen and his wife are taking a stroll, he tries to intervene after 
witnessing a girl slapped by her father, but ends up being assaulted by the father and sent to the ER. 

At the hospital, Professor Chen advices Masahiro to answer a call from a young Japanese girl, who is 
diagnosed with a terminal disease. This close encounter with death forces Masahiro to change his outlook 
on life. Professor Chen also tells Masahiro and Lily a story about his student and shows them a picture, in 
which Masahiro surprisingly sees his sister. 48 hours later, Professor Chen attends his retirement party and 
receives a message from Japan…

Format:Full HD

Running Time: 100 mins

Director: Simon Shi-Hao CHANG

Producer: Chien-Yu FAN

Production Company:  ARK Image Gorp

Year of Completion: 2012.06

Finding Sayun 
不一樣的月光

Father's Lullaby
手機裡的眼淚

Name: Eric LIANG TEL: +886-2-8772-1006 Mobile: +886-935-255-964
E-mail: liang720@yahoo.com.tw Website: www.skyfilms.com.tw 

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Name: Sabrina, Hsin-Chuan, LEE TEL: +886-3-763-5548 Mobile: +886-953-149-173
E-mail: lee_hsin_chuan@yahoo.com.tw Website: powerworkshop.pixnet.net

Synopsis

Flying Dragon, Dancing Phoenix is the only contemporary comedy based on Taiwanese opera. 
The film depicts a family of opera performers traveling north and south against heat and 
hurricane in order to make a living and carry on the opera tradition. After receiving a Lifetime 
Achievement award, the old patriarch passes away, which is followed by his daughter, the 
successor and star of the show, injuring her leg. The survival of the troupe now falls on the son-in-
law. He receives unexpected help from the family’s wandering prodigal son, whose ex-wife and 
current girlfriend both star for the troupe. Together, family members navigate through twists and 
turns, hold on to their audience, and continue to promote and rejuvenate their art form.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 110 mins

Director:Yu-Lin, WANG

Producer: Nicole, CHANG

Distributor: Power Workshop

Year of Completion: 2011

Flying Dragon, Dancing Phoenix 
龍飛鳳舞

▼ Contact Information 
Name: You-ning LEE TEL: +886-2-2392-8732 Mobile: +886-939-883-110
E-mail: youninglee@yahoo.com 

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

In 1949, the last year of the Chinese Civil War, young Hou-Cheng was forced to join the Taiwan-
bounded army, leaving his hometown Shan-dong, his mother, his pregnant wife Zu-Ning at the 
other side of the ocean. 

Not until Hou-Cheng’s Taiwanese remarried wife passed away does he finally sum up the 
courage to go back to Shan-dong with his daughter. But after 60 years of separation, Hou-Cheng’s 
son, Jia-Wang just simply can’t forgive his father for not being in his life for so long.

10 years later, Jia-Wang finally comes to Taiwan with his daughter in order to visit Hou-Cheng 
who is ill. At the end, Hou-Cheng finally goes back to Shan-dong in his dream; all of his loved-
ones are there, waiting to hold him in their arms again…

Format:35mm

Running Time: 112 mins

Director: You-ning LEE

Production Company: Mei Ah Entertainment Development, INC.

Year of Completion: 2011.10

Four Hands 
麵引子
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Three best friends come into their final year of high school, and their childhood friendship begins 
to unravel. The story follows them as they fall apart and then, much later, seek reconciliation. As 
they move into middle age, they come to recognize the true value of their shared roots - and their 
lifelong friendship. They are reunited to become an unconventional kind of family.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 105 mins

Director: Ya-Che YANG

Producer: Jufeng YEH
Production Company: 

Atom Cinema, Ocean Deep Films

Distributor: Atom Cinema Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.05

▼ Contact Information 

Gf*Bf
女朋友。男朋友

Name: Desmond YANG TEL: +886-2-8978-5566 Mobile: +886-953-609-006
E-mail: intlsales.atom@gmail.com

Honor
 » 2012 Taipei Film Award – Best Actor, Best  

 Supporting Actor, Press Award
 » 2012 Golden Horse Award – Best Actress,  

 Audience Choice Award
 » 2012 As ia  Pac i f i c  F i lm Fes t iva l  –  Bes t  

 Actress

Name: Jove LIN TEL: +886-2-8772-3997 Mobile: +886-922-130-860
E-mail: Jove@creativecentury.tw Website: www.creativecentury.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

An unemployment dad, a Shanghai mom, two wise girls, a cute story that will rock your world 
with laughter and tears. 

Wang, a fifty-year-old man with no special talents and money, tried to make a living by applying 
to a company called: Environmental Protection. However, once he arrived at the interview place, 
he found out this company was the supplier of portable restrooms and bathrooms. 

One day, Wang met Hei, a person with diarrhea and no honest work. Later, Wang even started 
to work for Hei during his free time. Wang’s two daughters, Juan and Hua, worried about their 
innocent father because they thought Hei was a bad influence.

Surprisingly, they found out that Hei was the head of a fraudulent organization, and he was 
trying to make Wang the scapegoat! An eye for an eye, Juan and Hua came up with a top-secret 
mission so that they can put Hei behind bars and rescue their father…

Format:35mm

Running Time: 90 mins

Director: Feng Ju LI

Producer: Chiyuan PAN

Production Company: Island Vision Co. 
Distributor: 

Creative Century Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.09

Go Go Daddy
搶救老爸

Honor
 » The or iginal  scr ipt  wins the pr ize f r om  

 Government Information Of fice, R.O.C.
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

A contemporary love story, set off by a broken romance from 60 years ago. Chun Yang, 28, a 
Taiwanese graphic artist, goes on a journey to China to search for her recently-deceased father’s 
first love, Xiu Qian. Chun’s mother hires a Chinese guide, Fang, 32, to protect Chun during her 
trip.  

Chun and Fang grew up on two sides of the Taiwan Strait and were brought up with different 
values. Along the way, they argue constantly. Chun, vibrant and independent, considers Fang 
obnoxious. Fang, earthy and proud of his heritage, doesn’t hesitate to cut Chun down to size. 
Their conflict-packed journey together forces them to break down the walls between them, 
discovering unplumbed depths in themselves and in each other. 

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 99 mins

Director: Emily Yiming LIU

Producer: Li-Kong HSU / Emily LIU / Jian-
Hua LIU / SHAO Fei

Production Company: Turquoise Pictures, 
Zoom Hunt International Productions Co. 
Ltd. / J iuzhou Audio-Video Publ ishing 
Corp.

Distr ibutor:  Zoom Hunt  In te r na t iona l 
Productions Co. Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.03

▼ Contact Information 

Great Wall My Love
追愛

Name: Jove LIN TEL: +886-2-8772-3997 Mobile: +886-922-130-860
E-mail: jove@creativecentury.tw Website: www.creativecentury.tw
Name: Emily LIU TEL: +86-1391-1775042 E-mail: changingwm@gmail.com

Honor
 » 2008 GIO Best Screenplay Award
 » 2008 GIO Film Production Grant
 » 2012 Beijing International Film Festival

Name: Michelle YEH TEL: +886-2-2388-099 Mobile: +886-920-999-305
E-mail: michelle@3dots-entertainment.com Website: www.3dots-entertainment.com

Synopsis

The police forces the Hotel Black Cat to shut down. All guests must check out and leave. How does 
Mr. Asano face his family in Japan after he has been lying to them for so long? Liu Six’s daughter, 
now a senior high school student, comes to him for help. She asks him to take her to an abortion 
clinic…

It’s not necessary to lock each room anymore. Keep the door open, you’ll find out traces imprinted 
with figures as well as times. 

Format: HD CAM SR

Running Time: 100 mins

Director:Li-Wen HSU

Producer: Zero CHOU

Production Company: The 3rd Vision Films

Distributor: Three Dots Entertainment 

Hotel Blackcat
黑貓大旅社

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Name: Eric Hsieh TEL: +886-2-2389-0106 ext: 26 Mobile: +886-972-835-385
E-mail:  eric@zeusfilm.com Website:  www.zeusfilm.com

Format: HD

Running Time: 86 mins

Director: Cheng Yu-Chieh (My Little Honey Moon), Fu Tien-Yu (The Happy 
Life of Debbie), Chen Hui-Ling (The Moonlight in Jilin), Chou She-Wei (The 
Golden Child)

Producer: Khan Lee

Production Company: Khan Entertainment Co., LTD.

Distributor: Zeus International Production, LTD.

Year of Completion: 2012.04

▼ Contact Information 

Insider or Ousider (TV film series) 
內人 / 外人系列電視電影

Synopsis

-My Little Honey Moon
Vietnamese spouse, Qiong, is under pressure of running the family and Mom’s wish to 
have another son. She decides to go traveling when she was suspected of stealing by her 
mother-in-law.

-The Happy Life of Debbie
Debbie was already pregnant in Indonesia before she was married to Taiwan. Her 
useless husband has no doubt till Debbie’s Indonesian friend visit the family⋯ 

Honor
 » My Little Honey Moon: Opening film of 2012 New Taipei City Film 

Festival, Best TV film Actor of 2012 Golden Bell Awards
 » The Happy Life of Debbie: 2012 New Taipei City Film Festival, Best TV 

Film of 2012 Golden Bell Awards, Best TV Film Actress of 2012 Golden 
Bell Awards, Best Lighting Design of 2012 Golden Bell Awards
 » The Moonlight in Jilin: 2012 New Taipei City Film Festival, Best Sound 

Ef fects of 2012 Golden Bell Awards
 » The Golden Child: 2012 New Taipei City Film Festival, 2012 São Paulo 

International Film Festival

-The Moonlight in Jilin
Weiwei came to Taiwan for a great amount of money to cure her mother. She lies to her 
friend in China that she’s happy. Weiwei has to turn to a cop to continue the lie. 

-The Golden Child
Gump is welcoming his wife from Vietnam but he already has an over-aged girlfriend. 
Gump’s mother is happy that Vietnamese girl can help on the farm and giving birth to 
a child till she find a secret. 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

A flavor would be unforgettable forever, just like head over heels in love, once becoming memory.

 In Hunchou city, ‘Auspicious Feng Sui’ has long been a well-known restaurant. The owner Shi-
Zer possesses exquisite culinary skill. However, as Shi-Zer has been getting older, he feels that he 
in incapable of nimbly managing his culinary skill. Shi-Zer’s old daughter, Wa-Er, serves as the 
manager for a high-class club. As always busy doing her work, she neglects her family members and 
her boy friend beside her as well.

 The Taiwanese boy, Chang-Chiuan, who deeply loves Wa-Er and has vowed to marry her. When he 
returns to Taiwan to see his mother-actually, she is Chang-Chiuan’s aunt who had raised him has 
already has read his mind.

But to everyone’s surprise, a joyful dinner party accidentally unveils a long but unforgettable 
romance that has been trailing over half-century and changed everyone’s fate and love affair.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 100 mins

Director: Jui-Yuan TSAO

Producer: Li-Kong HSU

Production Company: Tang Moon International Productions Co., Ltd.

Distributor: Zoom Hunt International Productions Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.03

Joyful Reunion
飲食男女— 好遠又好近

Name: Jove LIN TEL: +886-2-8772-3997 Mobile: +886-922-130-860
E-mail:  jove@creativecentury.tw Website: www.creativecentury.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

A love story about crossing the Straits and overcoming difficulties: A Taiwanese girl, Xie Yijia 
crosses the Straits to the West Bank, and arrives in Ningzhou, a city where she seeks dreams and 
fulfills wishes of her family. Her journey is joined by a local photographer called Lin De. At first, 
the differences in education, habits and other backgrounds make them incompatible to each other. 
Slowly, Lin De begins to respect Yijia’s past and is impressed by her, while Yijia also finds Lin De 
adorable through reading his works that showed his integrity and naive nature. They become 
intimate friends as the journey goes on. Unfortunately, as the journey comes to an end, Yijia has 
fallen to sudden illness. In order to fulfilling their promise of love, Yijia, though dying, revisits the 
city. Lin De also creates a miracle with love and becomes a man with unprompted responsibility.

Format: 35mm

Director: Yu-Ning CHU 

Producer: Eric LIANG

Production Company: SKY FILMS Entertainment Co., Ltd.

International Sales: SKY FILMS Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.04

I’m Here for You 
為你而來

Name: Eric LIANG TEL: +886-2-8772-1006 Mobile: +886-935-255-964
E-mail: liang720@yahoo.com.tw Website: www.skyfilms.com.tw

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Dou who works as a handyman in the hospital is a kind-hearted man but was born with bad luck. 
Dr. Lai whom Dou has a crush on is a woman blessed with good luck. They work together at the 
A&E; every forty-nine days, they’re bound to have a wounded patient who has had a black dog 
with a white T-forehead……

Format: HD

Running Time: 106 mins

Director: LEE, Tien-Chueh 

Producer: WANG, Min-Li

Production Company: T-Dog Production Co., Ltd.

Distributor: Media Development Corporation.

Year of Completion: 2012.12

Legend of The T-Dog 
命運狗不理

Name: Wayne CHANG TEL: +886-2-2558-7969 Mobile: +886-978-397-358
E-mail: wayne@waynechang.me

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

A-Mien, a kind and loving 50-year-old woman, runs a grocery store in a remote mountain village. 
Her store is like a paradise for children.

One day, a mysterious wanderer, Jimmy, appears in the small village. Because Jimmy's look 
resemble of a foreigner, A-mien assumes that he knows English. She asks Jimmy to give her and 
Yabi, a parentless child, an English classes. 

Then, on Christmas Eve, A-Mien enters the church. With her broken English, she hesitates and 
then begins to say:

"God, I have a sin..."

Format: HD

Running Time: 99 mins

Director: Chao-Liang, HUANG

Producer: Lung-Ti CHEN

Production Company: Idea Shine Film Co., Ltd.

Distributor: Unique Digital Communication Co., Ltd

Year of Completion: 2012.04

Love is Sin
白天的星星

Name: Han WANG TEL: +886-2-2736-2289 Mobile: +886-921-617-497
E-mail: hanwang0910@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Taipei, the present day. Five years after falling for a handsome pop singer, Aaron Cui, while a student in 
China and then discovering he was two-timing her, Liang Jo-ching still has a phobia of falling in love. 
Her distrust of men is fuelled by a women's support group run by Auntie Chen Qin that she joined after 
returning, shattered, to Taiwan. Between working at a flower shop run by best friend CoCo, Jo-ching starts 
as a volunteer at the hospital of her grandfather, where she works on a Laughter Therapy Programme for 
bedridden patients. One day, despite all her alarm systems going off, she falls head-over-heels for the new 
young head of neurosurgery, Lu Che-han. Panicking, and helped by Auntie Chin and young nurse Hsiao 
An, she tries everything to resist his charms, even though Che-han is more interested in his work than 
seducing her. The two finally go out for dinner, during which she discovers he already has a girlfriend. In 
fact, the photo is of his beloved younger sister, Hsiao Rou, who is a patient in the hospital and has been 
suffering from a serious spinal injury since a car accident in her teens. After a rocky start, Jo-ching and 
Hsiao Rou finally become friends. But then a new problem arises with her undeclared love for Che-han 
with the arrival of the beautiful Dr. Li, who has been away on research in Beijing.

Format: HD

Running Time: 89 mins

Director: Rocky JO

Producer: Benjamin LIN, Annie WANG

Production Company: CalFilm Production

Distributor: CalFilm Production, Buena Vista International

Year of Completion: 2011.12

LOVESICK
戀愛恐慌症

Name: Vera HSU TEL: +886-2345-7090 Mobile: +886-926-990-798
E-mail: kinki232@yahoo.com.tw Website: facebook.com/LOVESICKMOVIE

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Leslie CHEN TEL: +86-10-6457-9338 #602
E-mail: leslie.chen@huayimedia.com Website: www.hbpictures.com

Synopsis

Ning comes from a wealth family. Everything seems perfect until she finds out that her life 
tangled in a three people relationship. Ning’s best friend Yi Jia was pregnant with her boyfriend 
AKai after a one night affair. Akai realized that he is in love with Ning and needs to get her back. 
YiJia is also torn by this situation and decided to get an abortion. But Ning realizes that she can’t 
afford to lose either of them. 

Mr. Lu, the father of Ning, as a successful middle age businessman who lives in a glamorous life 
style with movie star girlfriend Zoe by his side.  However when Lu is ready for marriage, he finds 
out that Zoe is no longer infatuated with him. When she meet waiter Kuan, she is attracted by his 
sweet personality. Between Mr Lu and Kuan, Zoe faces the biggest choice of her life….

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 127 mins

Director:Doze NIU Chen-Zer

Producer: WANG Zhonglei, Doze NIU Chen-Zer

Production Company: Honto Production

Distributor: Huayi Brothers International Ltd  

Year of Completion: 2012.02 

LOVE
愛

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

MAYDAY 3DNA combines live performances from the group's DNA concert tour in Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, Singapore and China 2010, integrating three fictional stories. The fictional sequences 
include a vignette about a Guangzhou father and daughter; another about a Taiwan taxi driver 
and passenger; and a third about a Shanghai delivery boy. All are affected by the lure of a Mayday 
causing the three separate stories to intersect at one huge concert in Shanghai. 

This fall, MAYDAY 3DNA will rock fans up close and personal -- live in 3D – in a revolutionary 
production!

Format: HD/3D

Running Time: 96 mins

Director: Wen-Yen KUNG 

Producer: Alieen LEE, Wolf CHEN, Shihyuan LU

Production Company: DEE

Distributor: Warner Brothers

Year of Completion: 2011.09

MAYDAY 3DNA 
五月天追夢  3 D N A

Name: Eric CHOU TEL: +886-2-8751-3883 #5586 Mobile: +886-919-300-733
E-mail: Eric.Chou@deegroup.com

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Lingli CHEN TEL: +886-2-2768-9328 #167 Mobile: +886-956-533-177
E-mail: lingli913@gmail.com

Synopsis

Mayday, An influential rock band from Taiwan. Since their first public appearance thirteen years 
ago, MAYDAY have won more than 150 domestic and international awards  for their outstanding 
achievements in music. 

With footprints left all over the world, MAYDAY occupy an unshakable position in the hearts of 
Asian music fans. 

Having held over 200 concerts in their world tour, MAYDAY always create miracles in their 
performances. For the two consecutive concerts in Beijing Bird’s Nest in 2012, 200,000 tickets 
were sold out in one day. Media in Asia praised MAYDAY as the “King of Concert” while the UK 
media even dubbed MAYDAY the “Chinese Beatles.” 

MAYDAY spent over a year making their second 3D concert movie MAYDAY NOW HERE 3D. 
Shot in their “NOWHERE” concert tour around the world, the production cost NTD150 millions 
in order to achieve the desired effects.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 110 mins

Director: Peter Ming-feng LIU / MAYDAY 

Producer: Mei CHANG

Production Company: B’IN MUSIC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Distributor: B’IN MUSIC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Year of Completion: 2013.05

MAYDAY NOW HERE 3D
五月天  諾亞方舟  3 D

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Name: Star SHAN TEL: +886-2-2758-2288 #511 Mobile: +886-920-226-941
E-mail: star@polyface.com.tw

Synopsis

A busy single mom Cao Yi with her eight-year old son Xiao Hu, the school teacher showed her a 
strange picture drawn by her son. A photographer Xiao Tie believes in UFOs and believes UFOs 
are related to his mother who passed away. As the boss of Cao Yi, appointed Cao to be the special 
assistant to Xiao Tie to keep an eye on him. This impossible pair turned out to find fondness for 
each other instead.

Xiao Hu wants to escape from the discipline of his mother, and made a wish hoping that she 
would become an obedient robot. When Cao Yi’s health becomes deteriorating and shows 
symptoms just like the cartoon robot, Xiao Hu thought it was all his fault. He fears his mom will 
soon be destroyed too. Xiao Hu decided to save his mother on his own...

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 95 mins

Director: Kevin CHU 

Producer: CHIU Li Kuang, Heman PENG, Ken YANG 

Production Company: Polyface Films co., Ltd. Vision Films Co., Ltd.  

Distributor: Polyface Films co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.04

Mother Android II 
瑪德 2 號

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Vanni HO TEL: +886-2-8712-2251 #302 Mobile: +886-939-101-961
E-mail: vanniho@hotmail.com Website: www.datangmovie.com

Synopsis

The story starts with a bomber who takes a bus hostage. Aota Pharmacy’s representative in 
Taiwan is apprehended with a bomb while taking a bus hijack, yet dies mysteriously in jail. At the 
same time, suddenly, mysterious deaths start spreading over one by one. 

  On the other hand, Japanese detective agency “5” received a request by the chairman of Aota 
Pharmacy. Agent 511 is asked to investigate the company’s research development supervisor 
Taro Kishitani, who has been rumored to have created a deadly virus that can kill at once without 
leaving any evidence. 511’s investigations show that Taro Kishitani, his lover Kumiko and his son 
have fled to Taiwan. Thus, 511 contacts his old friend in Taiwan, Team Mulan’s supervisor - Vice 
Chief of Police Chen Xi and requests his help in investigations. Chen Xi assigns Team Mulan to be 
in charged of this mission.

Format: HD

Running Time: 95 mins
Director: Alice WANG 

Producer: Hiroki OHWADA

Production Company: Core Image Production Co.  

Distributor: Dream Kid Co. Japan、Core Image Production Co. / Deep 
Water Digital Support Inc.

Year of Completion: 2012

Mulan On The Run 
木蘭花

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Name: Jove LIN TEL: +886-2-8772-3997 Mobile: +886-922-130-860
E-mail: Jove@creativecentury.tw Website: www.creativecentury.tw

Synopsis

After the death of their father, the three Shen sisters face a difficult choice: should they sell their 
father’s beloved old photo studio? Or should they keep the last connection to their father’s 
memory? The youngest sister, having moved into the old studio, can not imagine selling this 
place, but her controlling oldest sister, faced with the financial pressure, is eager to have the 
money at the moment… The complex relationships to each other and to the society they live in 
begins to surface as each sisters mourns the death of their father and struggles to achieve her 
dream.

In this light hearted and modern observation about the dynamic lives of city girls who returns to 
their roots, witness the charming village sights of KeeLung and experience the heart and strength 
that comes from family ties.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 88 mins
Director: Chia-Lin CHU 

Producer: Angelika WANG

Production Company: Film Kid Production 

Distributor: 

Creative Century Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2011.11

Old Time Photo Studio 
舊情照像館

Honor
 » N o m i n a t e d  f o r  T a i w a n  4 6 t h ( 2 0 1 1 )  

 Go lden  Be l l  Awar ds :  Bes t  Suppor t ing  
 A c t r e s s  i n  a  M i n i - s e r i e s / T V  m o v i e、 
 Best Supporting Actor in a Mini-series/ 
 TV  movie、Best  Ar t  and Des ign、Best  
 Cinematography、Best Sound Award

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Bee used to be a motorcycle racing champion. Due to an accident, he has lost his fame and 
fortune. Bee was devastated by his wife’s run away from home and also addicted to alcohol and 
gambling. One day, unexpectedly, Bee’s missing wife, Jiawei has returned home with Binbin, a 
five-year-old boy, after six years disappeared. Jiawei claimed that Binbin is Bee’s biological child, 
hoped that Bee might be able to help taking care of him for a while.

Bee has full of joys and surprise by this unanticipated request from Jaiwei. Binbin with sweet and 
considerate personality like sunshine warms his frozen heart. Being a new dad, in the beginning, 
Bee’s world has been turned upside down but gradually the two has formed a bond between 
father and son. Happily living together has eased Bee’s despair and regains hope in his life.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 97 mins

Director: Kevin CHU 

Producer: CHIU Li Kuang, Heman PENG, Ken YANG

Production Company: Polyface Films co., Ltd.、Vision Films Co., Ltd.

Distributor: Polyface Films co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.01

Perfect Two 
新天生一對

Name: Star SHAN TEL: +886-2-2758-2288 #511 Mobile: +886-920-226-941
E-mail: star@polyface.com.tw

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Name: Enga CHANG TEL: +886-2-2778-1058#613 Mobile: +886-952-987-100
E-mail: enga_chang@movie.com.tw

Synopsis

A-sen is born in an aristocratic family. His family has a long tradition of practicing medicine. 
Before the high school entrance exam, A-sen is transferred from a music class to a normal class, 
which his father believes would lead A-sen to a better future. Unexpectedly, A-sen joins a rock 
band for a music contest in Taipei…

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 85 mins

Director: Tapu CHEN 

Producer: Kufn LIN, Jade LEE, TSAI Wan-
Lin, TSAI Tsung-Han

Product ion Company:  Cen t r a l  Mot ion 
Picture Corporation, Blazing Sun Films 

Dis t r i bu to r :  C e n t r a l  M o t i o n  P i c t u r e 
Corporation

Year of Completion: 2011.10

Pick the Youth 
皮克青春

Honor 
 » 2011 Taipei Film Festival – World Premiere 

» 2011 Jecheon International Music & Film  
 Festival (South Korea) Of f icial Selection 
» 2011  Hong  Kong  As i an  F i lm  Fe s t i v a l  
 Nominated New Talent Award 
 » 2012Golden Koala Chinese Fi lm Festival  

 Of ficial Selection 
 » 2012 Asian Film Festival (Italy) 
 » 2012 Stockholm International Film Festival  

 Junior Nominated Bronze Horse Award

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Two parallel narratives. A Burmese man illegally working in Bangkok as a guide and occasional 
a drug trafficker is trying to make quick cash to redeem his teenage sister who was sold to 
whorehouse by a smuggling syndicate. A young Burmese woman is risking her life by escorting 
young Burmese girls overseas, hoping to exchange her own Taiwanese Identification Card.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 105 mins

Director: Midi Z

Producer: Midi Z

Product ion Company:  Seashore Image 
Productions, Flash Forward Entertainment, 
Montage Film

Distributor: Flash Forward Entertainment

Year of Completion: 2012.09

POOR FOLK
窮人。榴槤。麻藥。偷渡客

Name: Patrick Mao HUANG TEL: +886-2-2926-2839 Mobile: +886-928-515-731
E-mail: patrick@ffe.com.tw Website: www.ffe.com.tw

Honor
 » 2012 Vancouver International Film Festival
 » Asian Premiere: 2012 Busan International  

 Film Festival
 » European Premiere:  2013 Inter nat ional  

 Film Festival of Rotterdam

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

Escaping from home, a cleaning lady relocates to Shanghai and accidentally make money selling 
tickets to laboring-class women longing for returning home during the Chinese New Year rush 
and suffers homesickness when tickets are sold one after one.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 85 mins

Director: Yung-Shing TENG 

Producer: Lan-Ping SHAN

Production Company: Shanghai Yuancun Film 
Prodctions Ltd., THW Creative Production

Distributor: Atom Cinema Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2011.12

Return Ticket
到阜陽六百里

Name: Desmond YANG TEL: +886-2-8978-5566 Mobile: +886-953-609-006
E-mail: intlsales.atom@gmail.com

Honor
 » Go lden  Ho r se  Awa r d  –  Bes t  O r ig i na l  

 Screenplay, Best Supporting Actress
 » Shangha i  In te r na t iona l  F i lm Fes t iva l  –  

 Best Director of Asian New Talent Award

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Patrick Mao HUANG TEL: +886-2-2926-2839 Mobile: +886-928-515-731
E-mail: patrick@ffe.com.tw

Synopsis

When Xing-Hong returns to Burma, he finds that his brother, De, is about to go to Malaysia for 
work. Many young people want to leave Burma, but Xing-Hong has always wanted to stay in 
his hometown. He begins asking around for possible opportunities, but yet cannot decide which 
business to go into…

Format: HD/DCP

Running Time: 84 mins

Director: Midi Z 

Producer: Patrick Mao HUANG

Production Company: Flash Forward Entertainment 

Distributor: Flash Forward Entertainment

Year of Completion: 2011.09

Return To Burma
歸來的人

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Name: Rita CHUANG TEL: +886-2-2784-9996 Mobile: +886-936-968-411
E-mail: ccc0728@gmail.com

Name: Shao-Yi CHEN TEL: +886-2-2708-1995 Mobile: +886-988-081-930
E-mail: shaoyi.chen@serenity-group.com

SynopsisSynopsis

Albuquerque, New Mexico. The film starts off at a bar in the suburbs where a young aspiring 
musician named Joe works as a part-timesinger. A business man traveling through with great ties 
in the music industry, Lee notices Joe’s talents right away and offers him a shot at stardom, but the 
only catch is, not in America. But in Taiwan. After a few months, Joe decides to give it a shot and 
heads out there for the first time and try to turn his life long dream into a reality.

A sumptuous and sensual tale if intrigue, romance and betrayal set on the Floating Island, a 
haven for merchants, adventures, pirates and other outcasts - all male islanders go crazy with 
the beautiful twins courtesans, Snow and Frost, who are the top stars in Floral Ripples. Virtuous 
and kind-hearted, Snow falls in love with her voice teacher Wen. Frost, on the other hand, tries 
to master the art of manipulation and conceal her feelings in order to survive in the cruel world. 
Amid jealousy, strife and passion, there’s an even bigger secret the twins struggle to hide… 

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 91 mins

Director: Jimmy HUNG 

Producer: Sammo HUNG

Production Company: Smash and Grab Productions  

Distributor: Good Films Workshop

Year of Completion: 2011

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 122 mins

Director: Zero CHOU 

Producer: Mimi WANG, Zero CHOU

Production Company: The Third Vision Film

Distributor: Serenity Entertainment International

Year of Completion: 2012.12

Road Less Traveled 
樂之路

Ripples of Desire
花漾

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

Blue, a passionate journalist, sees the quest of truth and coverage of facts as her ultimate mission. 
She ideally thinks by working in a newspaper publisher, she can bring her strengths into play. 
She ends up following commands of her executives to search only online news. Blue accidentally 
enters a BBS forum where thousands of net-friends gather and rally to attack ‘Dream Board’ 
master Xiang. She creates the board for users to share their dreams. An unexpected exposure of a 
video clip puts Xiang into the spotlight of internet search engines. Waves of blames and countless 
unanimous calls send her on the verge of collapse. The mastermind is suspected to be Xiang’s 
ex-boyfriend King, who single-handedly manipulates this whole incident. King is one of the net 
world’s most renowned hackers; only he can break into the command center of the BBS forum. 
King loved Xiang, but her departure left him in distraught. Blue constantly search for the truth, 
things get complicated, and more and more people become involved. Who ignites this war? 
Justice will not simply side with the majority.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 106 mins

Director: Hero LIN 

Producer: TSAI Maxx

Production Company: StarWood Movie

Distributor: 20th Century Fox Taiwan

Year of Completion: 2012.07

Silent Code
B B S 鄉民的正義

Name: Desmond YANG TEL: +886-2-8978-5566 Mobile: +886-953-609-006
E-mail: intlsales.atom@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Quiet, 30 year-old A-Chuan is a sous 
chef at a Japanese restaurant. One day 
he collapses and is rushed to hospital, 
where doctors are at a loss to explain 
what happened to him. His Colleagues 
send him back to his hometown in the 
mountains to recuperate under the 
care of his 70 year-old father, Wang.

Chuan won’t speak, won’t eat and 
can’t even go to the toilet on his 
own. One day his father returns from 
work to find A-Chuan sitting in the 
corner and his daughter, Yan, dead in 
the middle of a pool of blood. In an 
unfamiliar, eerily calm voice, A-Chuan 
says, “I saw this body was empty so I 
moved in.” Wang is trapped.

▼ Contact Information 

Format: DCP

Running Time: TBC

Director: CHUNG Mong-Hong 

Producer: TSENG Shao-Chien

Production Company: 3 NG Film 

Distributor: ifilm Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2013.03

Soul
失魂

Name: Eva YEH TEL: +886-2-2371-8567 Mobile: +886-988-164-618
E-mail: evayeh@ifilm.com.tw 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Chun-Ying comes from the countryside and leaves home to study in Taipei on her own. Her story 
is familiar to her tug-of-war teammates since most of them come from single-parent families or 
disadvantaged backgrounds. But these girls are positive and optimistic, determined to achieve 
their goal.

Chun-Ying knows little about tug-of-war. However, trained by Coach Kuo and supported by the 
encouraging Ms. Wu, the girls take on the physical challenge, the frustruation and the prejudice 
against sport from other students and some teachers. In the end, their hardwork pay off when 
they win the World Indoor Tug-of-War Championship.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 126 mins

Director: Po-Jui CHANG, Bing-Chun KAO 

Producer: LIN Sheng-Kuo  

Production Company: Ambition Movie Corporation 

Distributor: Vievision Pictures

Year of Completion: 2012.12

Step Back to Glory
志氣

Name: Desmond YANG TEL: +886-2-8978-5566 Mobile: +886-953-609-006
E-mail: intlsales.atom@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Mei, a 13 year old girl, used to live with her grandparents up in the mountains where the stars 
were most beautiful. After she was taken back to the city, she has been having a hard time both at 
home and at school. Her only escape is through her memory of those starry nights.

One day, Mei meets the transfer student, Jay, who seems more detached from the world than 
she is. Together, they try to face their problems, but things only get worse when Mei’s parents 
announce their divorce and ask her to choose who to live with.

Mei and Jay decide to run away from home to see the stars she missed so dearly. In the mountains, 
they get lost, get caught in a storm, and they share their most intimate secrets… For Mei, this 
simple journey becomes her fondest, most beautiful memory.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 99 mins

Director: Tom Shu-Yu LIN 

Producer: Weijan LIU
Production Company: 

Atom Cinema Co., Ltd.

Distributor: Atom Cinema Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2011.09

Starry Starry Night
星空

Name: Desmond YANG TEL: +886-2-8978-5566 Mobile: +886-953-609-006
E-mail: intlsales.atom@gmail.com

Honor 
 » 2012 Beijing College Student Film Festival -  

 Grand Prix Award 
 » 2012 Taipei Film Festival – Best Newcomer,  

 Best Visual Effects
 » 2012 Nits de Cinema Oriental – Lucky Cat  

 Prize (audience award)
 » 2012 Heartland Film Festival – Crystal Heart  

 Awards
 » 2 0 1 2  Wi n e  Co u n t r y  Fi l m  Fe s t i v a l ,  S a n t a  

 Rosa International Film Festival - Best of The  
 Festival, Best Cinematography

 » 2 0 1 2  A s i a  P a c i f i c  F i l m  F e s t i v a l  -  B e s t  
 Cinematography Award

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

Jia-Ho, a teenage-girl, lived with her dad, the ex-boxing king, since the divorce of her parents.

Life was filled with anger and embarrassment to Jia-ho, the only way to feel the reality of life was 
through sweat and tears by training and to practicing kickboxing as there is no tomorrow. She 
would like to meet her mom, the strongest love as well as the deepest pain.

The “Asian Cup International Kickboxing Campaign” is coming. Jia-ho practiced seriously for it. 
Jia-ho whished that her parents could dissolve the misunderstanding and become what they were, 
if she could win the championship. However, she failed.

When Jia-ho traveled along by train to escape from the reality, she inadvertently watched a movie 
named “ The Boxing Outsider”… .

The Girl in the movie shared the same name and the surprising similar destiny with Jia-ho, 
which will change Jia-ho’s life forever!!

Format: HD

Running Time: 80 mins

Director: Alice WANG 

Producer: Calvin LU 

Production Company: Core Image Production Co.

Distributor: Core Image Production Co.

Year of Completion: 2012

The Boxing Outsider 2
無  敵 2

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Vanni HO TEL: +886-2-8712-2251 #302 Mobile: +886-939-101-961
E-mail: vanniho@hotmail.com Website: www.datangmovie.com

Synopsis

The bird expert, Min Lin, had cold war with his brother, Xiong Lin, for years. Meanwhile, Min 
paid too much attention to the brood crisis of the migratory bird, Angel. Everythingwas just like a 
mysterious test from life. While Angel had new chicks again, the baby ofLin family was also born 
finally. It’s written in love, and brought by the migratory birds.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 108 mins
Director: TSAI Yin-chuan 

Producer: Isaac LI

Production Company: The Movie Bird Films The 
3rd Vision Films

Distributor: Joint Entertainment International Inc.

Year of Completion: 2012.07

Stilt
候鳥 來的季節

▼ Contact Information 
Name: James LIU TEL: +886-2-2720-6007 Mobile: +886-922-611-535
E-mail: james@j-ent.com.tw Website: www.j-ent.com.tw/sales

Honor 
 » Taipei Film Festival in Competition
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Synopsis
Chuang saves a goat and decides to bring it home. On the way to the station, the goat starts to talk 
and tells him an ancient ghost story…. Yet, Chuang finds himself on a train. He talks to the young 
girl beside him about the bizarre dream he just had. Before getting off the train, Chuang asks this 
girl for her number. When the girl sees Chuang does carry a goat with him on the platform, she 
laughs, and calls Chuang. Because of this incident, they become a couple.

The goat seems to be his lucky charm. Before long, Chuang by chance finds an invaluable bonsai 
being treated like trash in a grand mansion. He is thrilled by his discovery and eager to get it. 
Meanwhile, after Chuang’s sister brings home a quaint stuff beside nameless tombs, their life 
begins to be interfered with mysterious phenomena that the siblings are growing jumpier to the 
verge of madness….

Format: HD

Running Time: 105 mins

Director: TSO, Shih Chiang 

Producer: CHANG, Yuching
Production Company: 

Hus i sh i  F i lms  Co .& Ch imes tone  D ig i t a l 
Productions Co., Ltd.

Distributor: Swallow Wings Films Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.07

▼ Contact Information 

The Ghost Tales
變羊記

Name: CHANG, Yuching TEL: +886-229-495-294 Mobile: +886-915-823-805
E-mail: aayuyu@gmail.com Website: www.theghosttales.com
Name: Gene YAO TEL: +886-2-2361-0873 Mobile: +886-910-021-448
E-mail: progra@ms38.hinet.net

Honor 
 » 2011 MOC Excellent Screenplay Awards IN 

TAIWAN.

Name: Adonis CHO TEL: +886-2-2761-9611 Mobile: +886-932-030-869
E-mail: aadonis1122@yahoo.com.tw
Name: Nai-Chi CHEN TEL: +886-2-2761-9611 Mobile: +886-910-730-577
E-mail: chi2056@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis
An-Jen Hsieh who is a divorced woman raising her dau¬ghter single-handed¬¬¬.

A good mother in the eye of her daughter; a good manager in the eye of her subordinates; NOT 
such a good lover in the eye of what’s-his-name?

Yearning for love and fearing of rejection; a busy life as a front to stay in status-quote relations?

Torn between the rekindled hope for her ex’s return and the  ardent pursuit of the man who can 
make her laugh

Family versus affection, peace of mind versus the chance for genuine happiness, the status quo 
versus life’s vicissitudes; shall her chance to love once more?

Is happiness such an elusive thing in life?

Format: DCP

Running Time: 112 mins

Director: PEI-HUA WANG, Joseph WANG 

Producer: His Piao HSU

Production Company: C.L. Pictures Co., Ltd.  

Distributor: BUENA VISTA FILM CO.,LTD. 

Year of Completion: 2012.05

The Fierce Wife 
犀利人妻最終回：幸福男．不難
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Synopsis

Hao, a 25-year-old talented young DJ and the leader of "Guan Jian Shou", a Chinese religious 
painted mask finds himself dragged into drug dealing as his father happens to be the 
police detective. Hao blames his mother's suicidal death ever since he was a little boy. The 
misunderstanding and feud between them go on.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 95 mins

Director: Joe C LEE

Producer: Blue LEE

Production Company: BI.WU 

Distributor: Applause

Year of Completion: 2011.11

The Spin Kid
電哪吒

Name: Eric CHOU TEL: +886-2-8751-3883 #5586 Mobile: +886-919-300-733
E-mail: Eric.Chou@deegroup.com 

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Eric CHOU TEL: +886-2-8751-3883 #5586 Mobile: +886-919-300-733
E-mail: Eric.Chou@deegroup.com Website:

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Gao-Bing works in a bakery in a small town, where life is the same day after day. Ping, the daughter of 
the bakery owner, grew up with Gao-Bing and has been dating him for long. She often complains about 
Gao-Bing’s conservativeness and their boring life together, and aspires to see the world before marriage.

Bread, a charming baker from France, is depressed because of his mother’s death. He decides to return 
to the small town where his mother was born and raised. While tracing down the memory lane, he falls 
for Ping at the very first sight and finds her resembling his mother in some respects. 

With Ping’s arrangement, Bread moves in the bakery. Under the same roof, Bread and Ping are getting 
closer and Bread even promises Ping a whole new life in France. With all his heart and soul, Gao-Bing 
endeavors to win Ping back and show the world what the best recipe for love is…

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 79 mins

Director: Pin-Chuan KAO, Chun-Yang LIN

Producer: Wolf CHEN, Shihyuan LU, Mimi WANG

Production Company: Double Edge Entertainment.  

Distributor: Double Edge Entertainment

Year of Completion: 2012.02

The Soul of Bread  
愛的麵包魂
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Synopsis

The movie is about A-da recalling his days with granny while writing letters.

When A-da’s father passed away, the family endured great loss. Though lives moved on, each of 
them kept their own secrets in order not to worry others. But just after A-da’s grandma had been 
scammed for her money, a dramatic change occurred in this family. Secrets revealed one by one.

A-da’s grandma refused to confess anything to the police at the very beginning. Proud and 
stubborn, she believed no one could help her getting her money back. 

At the same time, A-da also got into a big trouble that he had never faced in his life. To get rid of 
this trouble, A-da needed a great amount of money…

A-da’s mom, who used to be a singer, got used to hide all her feelings since A-da’s father died. 
However, the silent suffer were all taken in the eyes of A-da’s grandma.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 117 mins

Director: Yu-Ning CHU 

Producer: Li-Yu HUANG

Distributor: Central Motion Picture Corp

Year of Completion: 2012.12

To My Dear Granny
親愛的奶奶

Name: Enga CHANG TEL: +886-2-2778-1058 #613 Mobile: +886-952-987-100
E-mail: enga_chang@movie.com.tw Website: www.movie.com

Honor 
 » 2012 Opening Film of Taipei Golden Horse 

Festival

▼ Contact Information 
Name: KUAN Chiu-Hsia TEL: +886-2-8751-9958 #17 

E-mail: susan@meiah.com.tw Website: www.meiah.com.tw

Synopsis

Ah-Nan is puzzled about his life. He thinks that his messy family is falling apart. Last year a 
lovely Shanghai girl, Dan-Neo, transferred into his class. Ah-Nan attracted the girl’s attention with 
his exquisite guitar performance and then they started to date. But he hides his family condition 
from Dan-Neo. He hopes that some day he can go away from his hometown to a different place.

The children’s improvements influence the parents’ behaviors. The father realizes that he is not 
competent for a farmer, so he sells the land, and he wants to start a family business – Bed and 
Breakfast. The children are willing to help the business. Triangle Land is replenished with a new 
goal and hope. As for Ah-Nan, he doesn’t talk about leaving this place any more.

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 94 mins

Director: Kun-Hou CHEN 

Production Company: Distributor:Mei Ah Entertainment Development.Inc. 

Distributor: Mei Ah Entertainment Development.Inc.

Year of Completion: 2013.01

The Triangle Land
幸福 三角地

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

Umi was one of Taiwan’s high-profile baseball players whose career ended abruptly for an 
infamous fixed game. Since then, he has been selling fried chicken in a night market until 
his old buddy offer him a job as the head coach of a high school baseball team.  

He discovers that CT’s headmaster Mr. Zhao has profited from consorting with Bada, the 
mob boss who had coerced Umi into playing the scandalous game years ago.

Nancy, a suspicious government official, arrives to check the school’s usage of baseball 
funds. Deeply moved by Nancy's unrelenting passion for baseball and falling in love with 
her at the same time, Umi decides to start his life over.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 120 mins

Director: Yin CHI 

Producer: Yin CHI 

Distributor: Vievision Pictures

Year of Completion: 2012.06

Viva Baseball
球來就打

Name: Eva YEH TEL: +886-2-2371-8567 #14 Mobile: +886-988-164-618
E-mail: evayeh@ifilm.com.tw

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Shao-Yi CHEN TEL: +886-2-2708-1995 Mobile: +886-988-081-930
E-mail: shaoyi.chen@serenity-group.com Website: www.serenity-group.com

Synopsis

Do you still remember being a 17-year-old? 

Everyone around Xiao Yang, a 17-year-old high school boy, keeps secrets and suffers from 
heartbreak. His father runs a print shop and meets a girl next door, Li who is about to get married 
soon. Meantime, his shopkeeper mother gets close to her neighbor tailor, Shian. Yang tries to set 
up a date for his sister Lang who just got dumped. Also, Yang needs to cover his friend Mao who 
has a lovers’ quarrel to girlfriend Tian. As the only one who’s alone, Yang quietly witnesses the 
romances from a distance and secretly reads those love letters he helps deliver…

Format: DCP

Running Time: 114 mins

Director: Chao-Jen HSU 

Producer: Tawu LIU

Production Company: Rediron  

Distributor: Serenity Entertainment International

Year of Completion: 2012

Together
甜 ˙ 秘密

Honor
 » 2013 Berlin International Film Festival 
 » 2012 Busan International Film Festival 
 » 2012 Vancouver International Film Festival 
 » 2012 Taipei Golden Horse Film Festival 

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

Between 1895 and 1945, Taiwan was a Japanese colony inhabited by the majority Han Chinese 
immigrants and the remnants of the aboriginal tribes first settling on the mountainous land. In 
1930, Mouna Rudo, the leader of one of the Seediq tribes, forged a coalition with other Seediq 
tribal leaders and plotted a rebellion against their Japanese colonial masters. It was to begin at 
a sports day meeting where the assembled tribesmen were to attack the Japanese officials. The 
initial uprising took the Japanese by surprise but soon the Japanese sent in their army to crush the 
rebellion, using aircraft and poison gas.

Mouna Rudo knew from the start that Seediq tribesmen stood no chance of defeating the might of 
Japan. But he and his allies, as Seediq Bale, heroes of the tribe in their language, believed that their 
ancestors would lead their spirits across a rainbow bridge to the summit of the mountain when 
their time came. The heroism and fortitude of the Seediq warriors and their womenfolk shocked 
even the Japanese and won them enduring respect.

Format: DCP/35MM

Running Time: 155 mins

Director: WEI TE-Shheng 

Producer:  John WOO, Terence CHANG, 
Jimmy HUANG
Production Company: ARS Film Production

Distributor: Fortissimo Films 

Year of Completion: 2011.09

Warriors of the Rainbow: Seediq Bale
賽德克 ‧ 巴萊

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Christa CHEN TEL: +886-2-2545-1823 Mobile: +886-958-483-258
E-mail: christa.tw@gmail.com Website: www.seediqbalethemovie.com 

Honor
 » Best  Fea tu r e  F i lm,  48th  Go lden Horse  

 Awards

Name: Jove LIN TEL: +886-2-8772-3997 Mobile: +886-922130-860
E-mail: Jove@creativecentury.tw Website: www.creativecentury.tw

Synopsis

The” Sky Fighter” is a prestigious war game group, once they wandered into a military 
dependants’ village, and accidentally provoked the veterans, who desire to have a battle with 
them and willing for victory. No matter the reasons are, the memory of the prime, escaping the 
reality, or the desire of victory, everyone has a different reason to join the battle.

229, in this final battle, everyone needs to rediscover the meaning of life…

Format: 35mm

Running Time: 100 mins

Director: Albert J.L. HUANG 

Producer: Albert J.L. HUANG
Production Company: 

Imaging Image Production Ltd.
Distributor: 

Creative Century Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2011.10

War Game 229
燃燒吧 !  歐吉桑  

Honor 
 » Nominated for Taiwan 46th(2011) Golden  

 Bel l  Awards:Best  Art  and Design,  Best  
 Cinematography

▼ Contact Information 
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

In a story where a wolf pursues a sheep, would the encounter between the photocopy shop boy (the 
wolf) and the cram school girl (the sheep) solve their love crises? How would people around the 
pair offer their support?

Format: DCP

Running Time: 85 mins

Director: HOU Chi-Jan 

Producer: Aileen LI

Production Company: Strawberry Time Films, Filmagic Pictures

Distributor: Atom Cinema Co., Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.09

When a Wolf Falls in Love with a Sheep
南方小羊牧場

Name: Desmond YANG TEL: +886-2-8978-5566 Mobile: +886-953-609-006
E-mail: intlsales.atom@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Annie SHIH TEL: +886-2658-8868 #2106 Mobile: +886-978-329-016
E-mail: annieshih@ccii.com.tw Website: www.ccii.com.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Haunted by his past, Jin believed he will not be able to love another again. Ending up in 
Ximending after wandering for 12 years, Jin meets the happy go lucky Mo’e who rekindled Jin’s 
listless life. At the same time, Jin falls under the tutelage of Oracle, a fortune teller/spiritual guide 
in Ximending. Others that entered his journey include Mommy, the Queen of Ximending; Ace, a 
young punk about town and Aniki, a tattoo artist and a self-proclaimed Japanese gangster.

Seemingly mismatched, this group came together in Ximending and rejuvenated one another 
ending with Jin giving love another chance and falling for Mo’e.

Format: DCP

Running Time: 111 mins

Director: Wei WANG 

Producer: Tingxuan TU

Production Company: WM Film Co., Ltd.  

Distributor: Universal Pictures Corp. of China, Taiwan Branch

Year of Completion: 2012.08

Westgate Tango
西門町
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Feature FilmFeature Film

Synopsis

Every wedding photo book exudes sweet romance between the newly-weds. Feng and Weichung’s 
was no exception. 

“I am definitely the happiest woman in the world” Feng thinks to herself every morning when she 
wakes up. Until one day, she notices Weichung’s increasingly unusual behavior, and fears that he 
might leave her some day and takes away everything.  Meanwhile, her sister-in-law, Mandy, also 
has her own relationship problems with her fiancé, San-San. When Mandy goes shopping with 
him in a super market one day, she suddenly has a feeling that their relationship might end up in 
a rut of habitual dependence. Consumed by her insecurity and anxiety, she then decides to bail on 
him right after their engagement ceremony. What does love and happiness mean? How good it 
would be if we could keep loving someone forever, until the end of time?

Format: DCP

Running Time: 101 mins

Director: Arvin CHEN 

Producer: Lieh LEE, Roger HUANG

Production Company: 1 Production Film Co.  

Distributor: 1 Production Film Co.

Year of Completion: 2013.01

▼ Contact Information 

Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow?
明天記得愛上我

Name: Philo WU TEL: +886-2-7730-2556#36 Mobile: +886-916-999-850
E-mail: film.philo.wu@gmail.com

Synopsis

This is another film about the dementia after the huge success of The Long Goodbye by the 
Catholic Foundation of Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementia. Four promising directors, 
Hsiu-chiung Chiang, Siging Chen, Wi Ding HO and Ko-shang Shen, and a dream cast of Chen 
Chang, Amber Kuo, Sonia Sui, Chiang Ting, Chi-chun Ma, Pao-ming Ku, Ai-chen Tan and Lieh 
Li, together turned this seemingly heavy and oppressive film of the dementia into something 
touching with warmth and humor, but not without self-examination and criticism.

Format: DCP 

Running Time: 77 mins

Director: Hsiu-chiung CHIANG, Singing 
CHEN, Wi Ding HO, Ko-shang SHEN

Producer: LI, Ya-Mei

Production Company: Good Day Films Ltd. 

Distributor: Good Day Films Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2011.11

When Yesterday Comes
昨日 的記憶

Honor 
 » 2011 Taipei Golden Horse Film Festival 

Name: Nancy LIN TEL: +886-2-2541-2010 Mobile: +886-917-542-476
E-mail: okunilin@gmail.com Website: gooddayfilm.pixnet.net

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

As the prophecy of 2012 Apocalyse approaches, 30 year old loser Adam Wu accidentally starts 
a revolution on facebook, calling people to join the world as one.  Soon, his mission spreads like 
wild fire, and becomes a global phenomenon as reported by the media.  

Then, three “alien-looking” beings kidnap Adam and take him to what looks like a parallel 
universe.  They offer him the chance to escape out of Time and achieve immortality.  Are they for 
real or just a scam?  Where will Adam’s excellent adventure lead him to?

Format: DCP

Running Time: 90 mins

Director: DJ CHEN Yin-jung 

Producer: Aileen LI

Production Company: Filmagic Pictures Co. Ltd.  

Distributor: Three Dots Entertainment Co. Ltd.

Year of Completion: 2012.01

▼ Contact Information 

Young Dudes
騷人

Name: Michelle YEH TEL: +886-2-2388-7099 Mobile: +886-920-999-305
E-mail: michelle@3dots-entertainment.com Website: www.3dots-entertainment.com 
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▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

When the Killer gets an assignment, he likes to disguise himself as a delivery boy. After a single 
ring on the doorbell and a quick hello, the Killer executes his target on the spot, holding a heated 
frozen pizza on one hand and a pistol in another.

The boss sends the Killer a rookie who is poised to be the Killer’s successor. The Killer gives him 
the task of murdering a girl who works at a bakery.

The smell of baked bread bewitches the rookie–so much so that he nearly surrenders himself to 
her baking and an intriguing relationship develops quietly among the Killer, the apprentice, and 
the victim.

After meeting the girl at the bakery, the Killer starts to bake delicious pizzas with his own hand, 
delivering them over to his assigned targets. Now, the Killer will only pull the trigger under one 
condition: After watching his victims enjoy the last bite of their final gourmet pizza.

Format: HD 

Genre: Action-noir

Total Budget: US$500,000

Funding in Place: Still Funding

Director: Monica、Shaballe

Production Company: X Studio

Delivery Killer
外賣 殺手

Name: Monica (X Studio) Mobile: +886+933-770-929 
E-mail: xmc@xstudio-mclub.url.tw Website：www.xstudio-mclub.url.tw

Synopsis

In the Ming Dynasty, China, the Emperor calls in every young girl in the country so as to select 
the Empress, which makes the folk legend of the Black Peach Queen…

Taiwanese prominent filmmaker Yu-Hsun CHEN (Tropical Fish, Love Go Go) returns to the big 
screen with a long-expected and exciting new project. 

People of various backgrounds can hardly wait to take a part with utmost excitement!

A peasant girl who has never been to the Royal Palace but is being called the Black Peach Queen.

A fearsome assassination squad, Knocking Door Five.

A new security-bodyguard delivery station Wan Li Da/Easy Express, led by the dumpling store 
hostess. 

A young bodyguard who escorts the Black Peach Queen to the Palace to join the Empress selection 
but unexpectedly learns the Desperation Move.

A brand new surprise-packed martial arts comedy with its all-out strategies and imaginations 
unlimited!

▼ Contact Information 

Format: 35mm 

Genre: Action / Drama / Comedy/ History

Total Budget: US$6,000,000

Funding in Place: US$625,000

Director: CHEN Yu-Hsun

Production Company: Khan Entertainment Co., Ltd.

Desperation Move(working title)
必殺技

Name: Hsin-Chih LU TEL: +886-2-2389-0106 #22 Mobile: +886-953-291-253
E-mail: hsinchih@zeusfilm.com Website: www.zeusfilm.com
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Name: Fan WU Mobile: +886-2-2322-2928 Mobile: +886-933-823-887
E-mail: wufan@cnex.org.tw Website: www.cnex.org.tw

▼ Contact Information 
Name: Jackie WANG Mobile: +886-2-2711-3661 Mobile: +886-926-940-784
E-mail: jackietzuwei@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis Synopsis

Honor 

For Chinese couples, taking “glam wedding photos” prior to the wedding may be the most 
important part. Newlyweds are willing to spend their life-savings to capture the happiest 
moments of their lives. A growing six billion USD industry, with related markets that thrive in 
China, Taiwan and the Chinese diasporas, wedding photography can be seen as manufacturer of 
love and happiness. 

Following a top wedding photographer and two couples from Taiwan and China, this project 
explores how contemporary Chinese people regard marriage, and how they pursuit and define 
love and happiness. For the two couples and other newlyweds, wedding photos give them an 
opportunity to create a drastically different self from their realities. While the couples are buying 
into the glamour of this made-believe happiness, wedding photographer Shannon starts to 
question the true meaning behind the photos, struggling over the love for photography and his 
disdain for the consumer-driven culture that pays his rent.

Very often what should be purged isn't the 

ghost but people!

LIAO Feng-Ming (Ming) and CHENG Yu-
Hsiang (Hsiang) were the protegees of the same 
master exorcist. Recently, there are rumors of 
ghosts haunting a five-star hotel. SHEN Chun-
Hao (Hao), the CEO, and TU So (TU), the Vice 
General Manager, put out a notice to recruit the 
best exorcist for help. Ming and Hsiang go to 
the interview and this chance brings the pair 
back together. The pair quickly finds out that 
the ghost is a mysterious spirit cloaked in black, 
its power is far stronger than they imagined. 
During the process, Ming and Hsiang not only 
constantly argue with each other but get tricked 
by the ghost many times. Finally the identity of 
the ghost has been confirmed–it is Tieh, Hao's 
son who died years ago. What's more surprising 
is that both Ming and Hsiang were inextricably 
involved in Tieh's death! The situation has gone 
beyond their control and they have to decide 
whether they should continue the exorcism or 
keep the secret. Nevertheless, what astonishes 
them all is the fact that there is a real mastermind 
who has been manipulating the whole situation 
and he turns out to be an exorcist as well...

 » We pitched at  the 2010 CNEX Chinese 
Documentary Forum (CCDF) in Taipei, and 
were awarded $10,000 for Best Pitch. We 
also pitched at the 2011 Asia Side of the 
Doc and Shef f ie ld  MeetMarket .  We had 
private meetings with more potential buyers 
at IDFA 2011. The Norwegian Broadcasting 
Corporat ion pr e-bought  the f i lm for  the 
Norwegian market and we are in discussions 
with CAT&Docs to be our international sales 
rep.

Format: HD 

Genre: Documentary

Total Budget: US$315,743

Funding in Place: US$50,000

Director: SHEN Ko-shang、LU Yuan-chi

Production Company: CNEX Studio,

7th Day Film

Format: 35mm 

Genre: Fantasy, Comedy, Thriller

Total Budget: USD$2,140,000

Funding in Place: USD$1,300,000

Director: SHEN Ko-shang、LU Yuan-chi

Production Company: CNEX Studio,

7th Day Film

Double Happiness Limited
幸福定格

Exorcist 
B咖驅靈師
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Synopsis Synopsis

Terry arrived alone in US to study when he was fifteen. Although it was a spur-of-the-moment idea 
in a lazy summer afternoon, he joined other youngsters to beat an American adolescent, Steve. What 
is meant to be a trivial frolic among classmates puts him in jail and accused of murder.

Terry’s father, Su Jen-Wei is an aspiring filmmaker, shooting on an island of Taiwan. He goes overseas 
to save his son in trouble. In the process, there are emotions of frustration, anger, abandonment, etc. 
Yet he slowly enters his son’s life in a foreign country. Director Su begins to understand a bit more 
about his son and feels guilty. He thus rediscovers and mends the long-lost father-son relationship…

Sherry, Terry’s roommate, joins a prostitution ring secretly with Jimmy from Japan. They do this is 
not for money, just to while away the loneliness and boring time, look for excitement, and make the 
claim that he/she is a man/woman of his/her own and has reached maturity, until an accident come 
about…

When a haunted hitman seeking 
redemption meets the girl who can see 
ghost, they form an unusual team to 
bring justice for those dead. However 
hitman soon figured out the girl just 
using him to revenge for herself. 
Between girl’s lie and the cops on their 
tails, hitman is forced to kill again. Yet 
this time, he did for a good reason.

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 

Format: 35mm 

Genre: Drama

Total Budget: US$750,000

Funding in Place: US$160,000

Director: Jui-Yuan TSAO

Production Company: Tsao Films Production

Format: 35mm/Color

Genre: Action, Crime, Comedy

Total Budget: USD$1,750,000

Director: LEE Chung

Production Company: Alkemi Films

Far End of Heaven
天堂的邊緣

Green Field Lane No.1
青田街一號

Name: Qi-Yan HSU TEL: +886-2-2936-2280 Mobile: +886-922-290-819
E-mail: tsao.films@msa.hinet.net Website: www.tsaofilms.twmail.cc

Name: Tony YANG TEL: +886-2-2738-7670 #17 Mobile: +886-918-148-675
E-mail: moviegogo@gmail.com

Honor 

 » Taiwan int’l Film and TV Project Promotion, 
Special Award; Tokyo Project Gathering 2008 
Project, Co-FPC of 12th SIF

Honor 

 » FPP 2012 Project,  TMPC Award, LAPCC 
Award
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Synopsis

At age 15, he gave up the dream of studying abroad. At age 16, he gave up the dream of playing 
for the school basketball team. At age 17, he gave up the dream of running. At the age of 18, he 
still did not know what to do, and decided to find work, to think and do at the same time. After 
several years, he was able to enter the middle class. Although he was not satisfied with life, he 
could still make ends meet. Then one day, he accidentally got caught up in a dispute between 
gangsters.

▼ Contact Information 

Format: HD 

Genre: Action / Drama

Total Budget: US$1,500,000

Funding in Place: US$100,000

Production Company: AEI Movie

LOSERS
格鬥王

Name: Dorothy CHEN TEL: +886-2-2772-6635 Mobile: +886-983-747-656
E-mail: dorothy@aeimovie.com Website: aeimovie.com

Name: Christa CHEN TEL: +886-2-2545-1823 Mobile: +886-958-483-258
E-mail: christa.tw@gmail.com Website: www.seediqbalethemovie.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

The Kano baseball team was founded in 1928 and started out simply as a sports club to help train 
the students' strength and physique. It never occurred to anyone that with the arrival of the new 
coach Kondo Hyotaro, the Kano baseball team would beget a baseball legacy that eventually 
became a legend.

The fledgling Kano team, which had never won a single match before, finally, in 1931, won the 
privilege to represent Taiwan in the Koshien championship in Japan. Playing in front of the 55,000 
spectators at Koshien was a dream not only for the Kano team but also for Coach Kondo. Coach 
Kondo saw his young players transformed into undefeatable fighters on the baseball field and 
something seemed to stir inside him. . . . 

Win or lose, Kano has made history. They have gained true victory through fearless challenge 
against themselves.

Format: DCP/35mm 

Genre: Drama

Total Budget: US$3,500,000

Funding in Place: US$100,000

Director: Umin Boya

KANO
K A N O
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Magical Apartment 
奇幻公寓

Name: Bunny HU TEL: +886-2-2765-8985#30 Mobile: +886-958-003-159
E-mail: bunny.hu@ob-i.net

▼ Contact Information 
Name: LEE Ya-Mei TEL: +886-2-2541-2010 Mobile: +886-929-000-385
E-mail: gooddayfilms@gmail.com Website: gooddayfilms.pixnet.net

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis Synopsis

360,000 people born on the earth everyday. 

There are 86,400 seconds a day, and each 
seconds there        

 will be 4 people born at the same time. 

What will be happened to those who was born 
on the same     

year , same month, same day,same time.

If they are in love and what will be happened?

What is the connection between Love and Fate?

Is the fate dominating into love?

Or will the love changes the destiny ?

An old community: two rows of apartments 
and a Catholic orphanage with a statue of the 
Virgin Mary. The apartments are threatened 
with demolition. Wei, one of the orphans, gets 
a job shredding confidential documents for the 
developers. However, he realises the conspiracy 
behind their plans. Wei tells fellow resident Pei. 
She hasn't yet graduated from high school and 
works at a nightclub. The neighbours think she 
is a call girl. An apartment resident, Ke, works 
in a training shoe factory. She sells the rejects at 
the night market where her boyfriend, Chuang, 
sells fake brands. Chuang is himself a fake – a 
runaway Filipino labourer who has assumed the 
identity of an aboriginal. He also forges identity 
documents and works for the city council, 
clearing drains. There are other oddballs living 
in the apartments: the gas engineer who sings; a 
pharmacist with a mysterious smile; a magician 
who wants to be famous; and an insomniac who 
wanders like a ghost between dreams and reality.

All of these people continue their lives until the 
demolition day comes – and a miracle occurs at 
the statue of the Virgin Mary, triggering all kinds 
of bizarre incidents that will decide the fates of 
everyone.

Genre: Romance, Inspirational

Total Budget: US$1,400,000

Director: Teng Bee

Production Company: Dream Wheat Digital Imaging Co., LTD.

Format: Arri Alexa(tentative)/Color 

Genre: Drama, Fantasy

Total Budget: USD$1,400,000

Funding in Place: USD$200,000

Director: Singing CHEN

Production Company: The 3rd Vision Films

LOVE U FOREVER, LOVING U
2 0 1 3  9 2 0

       Presents  /

             /   Ocean butterflies music
             /   Halo music  

出品  /  海麥數位影音有限公司 
   /  海蝶音樂股份有限公司
   /  海螺音樂股份有限公司

製作  /  馬虎電影有限公司

Production  /   Mahu pictures
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Synopsis Synopsis

Rong was a happy and content girl, but the fame she gained overnight thrusts her into a world 
in which everything lies beyond her control. She is forced to face a rich businessman who 
solves everything with money, the annoyingly male singer who only wants to take advantage 
of her fame, and the assistant with big breasts who fights flat out to get into the show business. 
Moreover, Rong’s body has been divided and sold to promote different products from the 
sponsors; in order to make more money out of her, her manager keeps pestering Rong to have 
cosmetic surgeries. 

What troubles Rong most is the paparazzi that follow her every step. Rong has lost not only her 
freedom but the opportunity to tell the truth. She truly wants to introduce her beloved lawyer 
boyfriend to the public, but shockingly, she finds the the biggest liar is her beloved boyfriend! It 
turns out that he isn’t a lawyer but the tabloid journalist who stalks her everywhere! 

The story begins as a chase between a star and the paparazzi but ends up as a battle between 
lovers. When one lie is uncovered after another, while one plot is planned after another, suspicion, 
jealousy and the feelings of insecurity are bound to follow. Can love stand to test when the lovers 
have a conflict of interest? Is this a crazy world or is it the unpredictable human nature that is 
crazy? 

Her name is Gigi, aged 36 years; a single woman who longs for love but is almost past her prime. 
She is so disappointed by the world that she feels lonely all the time. Therefore she desperately 
wants a child to keep her company. Gigi fights flat out to look for a right man, or at least, a right 
sperm.

His name is Egg Boy, aged 421 days; a frozen egg who longs to born. He often hears that the 
outside world is such an interesting place therefore he desperately wants to become part of it. 
Stored in liquid nitrogen, he eagerly waits to be born every day.

They are both searching hard for a chance of life.

However, time doesn’t wait for anyone. One day, Egg Boy faces a life-threatening crisis as he is 
about to be destroyed. Before the end of the world, will Gigi rescue him in time and give him a 
new life?

This a story about love and the value of women’s lives. With a frozen egg who yearns to be born 
as its protagonist, a moving relationship is unfolded between the egg and a woman who urgently 
searches for her Mr. Right as her biologic clock is ticking.

▼ Contact Information ▼ Contact Information 

Format: 35mm 

Genre: Drama

Total Budget: US$700,000

Funding in Place: US$70,000

Director: Jem Yi-Hsien CHEN

Production Company: 

Renaissance Films Limited.

Format: HD/Color

Genre: Drama, Fantasy, Romance, Comedy

Total Budget: USD$ 1,200,000

Director: Tien-Yu FU 

Production Company: Wu’s Production Co.

Renaissance Films Limited.

My Boyfriend Is a Paparazzo
狗狗 纏

My EGG Boy 
蛋男

Name: Yu-Ling TSAO TEL: +886-2-2657-1577#108 Mobile: +886-926-896-834
E-mail: yulingtsao2003@yahoo.com.tw

Name: Tien-Yu FU TEL: +886-2-2659-1618 Mobile: +886-939-793-626
E-mail: futienyu@gmail.com
Name: Tony YANG TEL: +886-2-2738-7670 #17 Mobile: +886-918-148-675
E-mail: moviegogo@gmail.com

Honor 
 » The project won the 2010 GIO film grant 

$102,564 USD

Honor 
 » FPP 2012 Project
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Synopsis

The universe is expansive and enormous. Laozi believes that everything in the universe should 
follow the way of nature. Earthstone Chu, an artist from Taiwan, tries to adhere to the same 
principle in his artistic creation. In Play Universe , Earthstone takes you on a journey into his 
universe. This documentary is a playful encounter with art that will help audiences discover the 
inner spark of freedom. 

Water is the essential element to the physical survival of mankind. While art is the source of 
power for mankind’s spiritual survival. Earthstone’s artworks embody this core Taoist philosophy 
- water is the way. The artist tries to bring this great Eastern philosophy closer to the masses 
through his artworks. His idea is to make ancient philosophers our friends and to make art a part 
of our lives.

Play Universe is not just a biographical documentary of an artist. It explores the philosophical 
and conceptual realm of art and existence by incorporating traditional documentary format with 
humorous dramatization and creative animation.

▼ Contact Information 

Format: HDV 

Genre: Documentary

Total Budget: US$56,030

Funding in Place: US$3,000

Director: Kilasme WU

Production Company: Gazing Element Ltd.

Play Universe
玩宇宙

Name: Joy LEE TEL: +886-2-2711-6100 Mobile: +886-987-905-109
E-mail: joy@gazinge.com

Name: Yi-Ting ZHANG TEL: +886-2-2365-2991 Mobile: +886-933-301-367
E-mail: eileen7602@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

The title, Wind, not only dedicates to the designer of Taiwan Craft Cultural Park, Yuyu Yang, as 
a pun of his name, but also includes the concepts of the building: humbleness, magnanimity, and 
the respect for Nature. In spite of the uncertainty of the environment, life doesn’t give up. In 2011, 
Taiwan Craft Cultural Park reopens to the public, meaning the rebirth of a stronger life…

Format: HD/90mins

Genre: Documentary

Total Budget: US$18,000

Funding in Place: US$5,000

Director: Wen-Pin CHEN

Production Company: Luminoso Film Co., Ltd.

No Name
無名
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Name: Chuti CHANG TEL: +886-2-2239-5822 Mobile: +886-928-515-731
E-mail: changchuti@yahoo.fr Website: www.ffe.com.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

The story of "Nie Yin-niang" has a lasting significance in the history of Chinese literature. Owing 
to its specific implications upon the unique socio-economic characteristics and ideologies of the 
Tang Dynasty.  

Within the story we could also find elements that shed light on present day lives, and reflections 
that go hand in hand with modern scientific theories of the western world.  All these contribute to 
the depth of the story, effecting far reaching implications upon eastern and western culture as well 
as ancient and modern civilization. 

This film is about the life story of a legendary woman, Nie, who was born into a wealthy family of 
the late Tang Dynasty, (late 8th C. AD), an era of internal strife and religious conflict.

Nie was a child when she was kidnapped by a nun of Tao religion, who later taught her 
illusionism and martial arts that eventually made her a master assassin in a politically turbulent 
era. A life story of a Heroine.

Format: Super 35mm / Color

Total Budget: US$11,500,000 

Director: Hsiao-Hsien HOU

Production Company: Spotfilms. Co., Ltd.

The Assassin
聶隱娘

Honor 

 » Grand Prize of 2009 Taipei Golden Horse  
 Film Project Promotion

Name: Patrick Mao HUANG TEL: +886-2-2926-2839 Mobile: +886-928-515-731
E-mail: patrick@ffe.com.tw Website: www.ffe.com.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Adapted from the novel of the same name by 
Chinese Malaysian novelist Zhang Gui Xing

Anna, My Siren

Ryan, a shy middle school student who 
a l w a y s  i n d u l g e s  h i m s e l f  i n t o  G re e k 
Mythology,  couldn ' t  s top  gazing  the 
mysterious transfer and star athlete Anna. 
The rumors about her pregnancy make her 
a hot topic among boys. One day, Anna asks 
Ryan to do math homework by teaching him 
sport in exchange. Their worlds interact. A 
violent incident ensues. Anna, a Siren, drags 
Ryan into mysterious water…..

The Girl and the Violinist

Ryan, now in high school, forms a rock band 
with classmates. Catherine, a precocious 
southern girl, is the uninvited audience. 
Ryan is careful not giving any thought about 
her. Their fantasy rises for a young girl's 
silhouette and graceful violin music from the 
opposite house. One day the music stop. An 
old violinist died. Who is the mysterious girl? 
High school life is about to end and they are 
ready to leave this small town. With courage, 
Ryan tells Catherine a made-up story about a 
girl who plays violin…

Format: 35mm

Genre: Coming-of-age, Erotic Fantasy

Total Budget: US$1,200,000

Funding in Place: US$33,000

Director: Ko-shang SHEN
Production Company: 

Flash Forward Entertainment

Songs of Siren
賽蓮之歌

Honor 

 » Grand Prize of 2009 Taipei Golden Horse 
Film Project Promotion
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Name: Patrick Mao HUANG TEL: +886-2-2926-2839 Mobile: +886-928-515-731
E-mail: patrick@ffe.com.tw Website: www.ffe.com.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Woolf, a young writer in Taipei who finally finished her first romance novel, couldn’t get any 
publisher’s attention. This 100% urban girl’s rent was seriously past due. When she was about to 
be thrown out, she found out she has a land in a mountain. Woolf actually has 1/8 of indigenous 
blood, but she knows Chanel more than her won tribe culture. She rushed to the mountain and 
tried to rent the land out for quick cash. In the village, Woolf met an old lady who had been 
occupying her land for ages, a handsome mountain patrol, and a singer-want-to-be temp worker. 
With different reasons, they would do everything to stop Woolf’s plan. A super typhoon changed 
the landscape and all their plans. Mysteriously, the impossible over-the-top plots from her novel 
appeared in reality. When Woolf tried to look deeper into the woods for the hero who saved her 
life, the villagers claimed she had to take up the responsibility of a landlady. How can Woolf solve 
all the chaos and find the true love? 

Format: 35mm

Genre: Romantic Comedy

Total Budget: US$800,000

Funding in Place: US$30,000

Director: KUO Chen-Ti
Production Company: 

Flash Forward Entertainment

Untitled
肥田出租

Honor 

 » 2010 Recipient of Kaohsiung County Film Fund

Synopsis

A torrid summer afternoon. Chen, a single middle-aged security guard successfully becomes the 
hero in a bank robbery by killing the robber and stopping the robbery. Few days after the incident, 
a 16-year-old girl appears in his doorway, claiming herself as the robber’s daughter and asks Chen 
to take her in.

Chen reluctantly agrees and afterwards realizes that he is starting to have feeling for the girl’s 
youthful body. But still, his fear and guilt that in fact it is he who betrayed the girl’s father in the 
robbery hold him back from his impulse.

Things get messed up when the social worker steps in. Fearing to be dragged out of Chen’s house, 
the girl seeks physical contact with Chen more aggressively, and realizing what he believes to be 
pure has already been tainted by her own father turns Chen on. 

The tension between the three gets tighter and tighter…until they find out that the girl is coming 
for revenge in the very first place, a revenge for his intimate and beloved father…

▼ Contact Information 

Format: super 16 mm 

Genre: erotic, suspense, thriller

Total Budget: US$1,000,000

Funding in Place: US$ 40,0000

Director: Tom Shu-Yu LIN

Production Company: Atom Cinema

Touched
鄰家女孩

Name: Weijan LIU TEL: +886-2-2370-1666 Mobile: +886-936-569-797
E-mail: atomcinema@gmail.com Website: www.atomcinema.com

Honor 

 » 2011 Taipei Golden Horse FTPP
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Synopsis

Richie is head reporter at the 
society desk of a newspaper. For 
his own self-interest, he tracks 
down car rental companies for 
information car accident scandals. 
However, Richie unintentionally 
becomes embroiled in an unsolved 
hit and run car accident from seven 
years ago. What really happened 
in that accident all those years 
ago? As Richie delves into the case, 
he finds that the perpetrator is 
intimately known to him! Should 
he cover up the case? Or expose it? 
But when all eyes are focused on 
the car accident, there is another 
hidden case that is waiting to be 
revealed......

▼ Contact Information 

Format: HD 

Genre: Crime / Film noir

Total Budget: US$1,300,000 

Funding in Place: US$800,000

Director: CHENG Wei-hao

Production Company: AEI Movie

Who killed Cock Robin
目擊者

Name: Dorothy CHEN TEL: +886-2-2772-6635 Mobile: +886-983-747-656
E-mail: dorothy@aeimovie.com Website: aeimovie.com

Honor 

 » 2011 Taiwan Script development grants
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Name: PO-YANG,CHANG Mobile: daslinkeohr@gmail.com
E-mail: changchuti@yahoo.fr Website: daslinkeohr.blogspot.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

The film is talking about the youth/past we have gone through. Is it an “IT”? Does it want to 
disappear or exist? Is it willing to be forgotten? And also, question and doubt the existence of the 
missing time of youth.

A Lost Poem About Teenage
懵懵

Awards  
 » 2011  3 th  Macua  In te r na t iona l  MOVIE  

 FESTIVAL, Award The Best Short Film.
Format: HDV/ Video / NTSC & PAL

Running Time: 20 mins

Director: PO-YANG,CHANG 

Producer: PO-YANG,CHANG , YUNG-CIEH,LIN
Production Company: 

Das Link Ohr imagexVoice idea studio

Distributor: Das Link Ohr imagexVoice idea studio

Year of Completion: 2011.09

Synopsis

Mu-shih, once a single mother, suffered from the loss of her blind little girl, who passed away 
three years ago. Working as a masseuse and living as a social outcast following the accident, she 
stopped caring and believing in anything. 

Her life remained meaningless until the day the same genetic disease which caused her daughter 
to go blind started to plague her life. Without knowing the real reason, she subconsciously refused 
to undergo treatment. 

As Mu-shih gradually lost her eyesight, she started to use her sense of touch to communicate with 
the rest of the world. Not only did she begin feeling things with her hands but gave way to her 
once-closed heart.

As her world gradually grows darker, she finally realizes her reason for stepping into the darkness 
is not a means to an end, but a twisted yet meaningful beginning of something completely new. 

▼ Contact Information 

After Dark
黑暗之後

Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile: +886-932-310-093
E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com 

Awards  
 » International Film Festival Rotterdam 2012  

 – Of ficial Selection
Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: 21 mins

Director: John HSU 

Producer: I-ling LIN / Shih-ken LIN

Production Company: PTS 

Distributor: PTS 

Year of Completion: 2011
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Name: Monica Mobile: +886-933-770-929
E-mail: xmc@xstudio-mclub.url.tw Website: www.xstudio-mclub.url.tw

Synopsis

FiFi and Blue are two strangers in the city. They have nothing in common but one thing: they once 
lived in the same apartment at different times.

FiFi was a girl who liked to make friends. Her dream was to make one million friends. Blue, a 
depressed young man, had no friend at all. It was expected that their life would be completely 
separated without any possibilities of connection. 

One day, an ordinary thing happened. This triggered a chain reaction and resulted in something 
unexpected.

Perhaps they will not meet in the end. Or perhaps this love, breaking the boundary of time, is 
where he and she belong, though stay alone.

Alone, But Not Lonely
一百萬個孤獨

Format: DV

Running Time: 41 mins

Director: Monica, Shaballe 

Producer: Shaballe, Emily

Production Company: Company: X Studio

Distributor: X Studio

Year of Completion: 2011

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

When the ugly truth is revealed bit by bit, only a thread separates owning up and covering it up.

Tai, a news reporter, wakes up the morning after driving while intoxicated to find his car dented 
from a collision. Determined to find the culprit, he gets nowhere. Uncle Ho, whose daughter was 
turned into a vegetable from a car accident, stands at the scene of the accident with homemade 
signs every single day, determined to find the hit-and-run killer.

Tai encounters Uncle Ho while covering the news story, and as he pieces it together bit by bit his 
recollection of the night’s drunk driving escapade becomes clearer.

Hunting
緝凶

Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile: +886-932-310-093
E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com

Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: 27 mins

Director: Hsien-Kun WU

Producer: Isabelle WU 

Production Company: PTS 

Distributor: PTS 

Year of Completion: 2011

▼ Contact Information 
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Name: James Chia-Hao HSU TEL: +886-2-2364-3768 Mobile: +886-953-672-065
E-mail: reelasia@gmail.com Website: reelasiapictures.com 

Synopsis

A frustrated reporter, Wu, has been assigned a new task, which is follow the famous female writer 
Eileen Chang’s visit to Taiwan and write a article about it. Wu gets the information that Eileen 
Chang’s guide is an college student named Wang Zhenhe, who brought the female writer to a 
local brothel called Shanghai Paradise and had a great feast with the prostitutes. In order to finish 
his story, Wu goes to the brothel for more clues about her visiting. As he begins his investigation 
secretly in Shanghai Paradise, Wu gradually finds out that the female writer’s visiting that 
night seems to have a great influence to the prostitutes. And as he goes deeper, he suspects that 
the whole incident is just like a fiction written by the writer, and all the women and men in the 
brothel, including Wu, are the main characters of her story.

Including Her Out
華麗緣

Format: DV

Running Time: 44 mins

Director: Chun-Han SHIH 

Producer: Chia-Hao HSU

Production Company: Reel Asia Pictures

Distributor: Reel Asia Pictures

Year of Completion: 2012.11

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

There is abnormal weather conditions in recent days, an unknown flying object discovered and 
suddenly everybody’s  fate link together through it which appears everywhere: Over the building 
of State Leaders and the commander of Internal Security Force is fully prepared for any combat; in 
the sky where a frustrated woman attempt to commit suicide then stop her, and also get a carless 
children, which parents fighting nearby, away from a car accident; and where a farmer prays to 
God hoping the abnormal weather conditions could stop, but this unknown flying object falls to 
the ground.....At the another side of city, a civil servant restar to work because of the sound from 
the walkie-talkie - track offset, data, stop, please re-prepare, over! what’s all about?

Serendipity
轉瞬間

Name: Alba Mobile:: +886-928-803-092 E-mail: terrafior999@gmail.com

Format: HD

Running Time: 10 mins

Director: Shu-Fang SUN

Producer: Shu-Fang SUN

Production Company:Terrafior Creative  

Year of Completion: 2012

Awards  
 » Sponsored by Cultural Af fairs Department,  

 New Taipei City Government

▼ Contact Information 
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Name: Monica Mobile: +886-933-770-929
E-mail: xmc@xstudio-mclub.url.tw Website: www.xstudio-mclub.url.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Sunny tells her childhood sweet heart Kyle that she is having a forbidden love affair. She proudly 
calls herself to be the most harmless lady friend, because the affair is merely in another parallel 
universe. Kyle believes that naïve Sunny must be cheated by her playboy boss David. In order 
to awake her, he tries as hard as possible to persuade her and nail the lie. However, with the 
appearance of an outlandish backpacker Fanny, he has vacillated on this issue. Could it be that 
there is indeed a three-way intersection, which is the gateway to a different parallel universe? 

Strange Lovers
我在平行世界愛你

Format: DV

Running Time: 38 mins

Director: Monica, Shaballe

Producer:  Shaballe, Angel Huang

Production Company: X Studio

Distributor: X Studio

Year of Completion: 2012

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

The power is out again at Xialuo Village, where the chirping of insects and barking of dogs 
reverberate in the darkness. Agitated villagers gather under the telephone pole that has been 
vandalized, complaining about the ineptitude of the police and power company workers. And 
they curse the electric cable thief who’s disappeared without a trace.

A power company worker with an odd appearance takes us on a journey into the dark truth from 
his perspective and unusually proactive demeanor.

The Blackout Village
下落村的來電

Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile:: +886-932-310-093 
E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com

Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: 45 mins

Director: Wei-ren WANG

Producer: CHI Lung-Zin / LIAO Ching-Song 

Production Company: PTS 

Distributor: PTS 

Year of Completion: 2011
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Short FilmShort Film

Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile: +886-932-310-093 
E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com

Synopsis

It’s a summer’s night in Taipei, where it’s hot and humid. Jenny, in blissful love, receives a new 
cell phone from her boyfriend, Luke. As they stroll through the streets of Taipei, an unfortunate 
event occurs. Luke is called back to work by his boss.  On a whim, Jenny decides to wait for Luke 
by shopping in the near-by night market. But unbeknown to her, she is also being watched and 
followed…

Deeply motivated, the mysterious young woman, Ya-Ya, not only steals Jenny’s phone but tries 
to break into it—only to be thwarted by a playful yet sophisticated Android password. But Jenny 
is hot on Ya-Ya’s tail, in passionate pursuit to get her phone back, leaving Ya-Ya hunted, trying to 
find safety in the crowds of the night market.

This exotic night market of Taipei is the perfect place to be if one is looking to be around a crowd, 
shop, eat, and play games, but on this night it’s not just fun and games for those who steal things 
from others.

Thief
小偷

Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: 29mins

Director: Jay CHERN

Producer:  Jay CHERN / Xi-jie WANG 

Production Company: PTS 

Distributor: PTS 

Year of Completion: 2011

Awards  
 » Finalist, MUHR ASIAAFRICA SHORT, Dubai  

 International Film Festival (“DIFF”)

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

Yi-cheng is a misfit in his upper-crust school, a typical “bad student” in teachers’ eyes. Bristling at 
the school’s establishment and conventions, he has nowhere to vent his frustration or resist. Mr. 
Liu, an iconoclastic substitute teacher, is the only faculty member that understands and reaches 
out to Yi-cheng. Just as the two establish trust, and Yi-cheng begins performing like a normal 
student, something throws everything out of line, forcing both teacher and student to come up 
against far more than they ever bargained for.

True School
背影

Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile: +886-932-310-093 
E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com

Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: 30 mins

Director: Li-Da HSU

Producer: Chi-Yuan LEE 

Production Company: PTS 

Distributor: PTS 

Year of Completion: 2011

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

High in the mountains of Taiwan is the village of Smangus, inhabited by a group of Indigenous 
people. This film takes the audience into the mountains of Taiwan to witness the passing of a 
year amongst the Tayal. 20 years ago, the tribe was amongst the poorest on the island, many 
were forced to seek low paid labor in the cities, but the chief, Icyeh Sulung, had a vision of great 
trees that would ensure the tribe’s survival. The tribe found a forest of Cypress trees that were to 
change their future. 

The rare Chinese cypress forests were estimated to be more than 2000 years old, and the interest 
from tourists turned Smangus into a thriving eco-tourism center. The sudden wealth and 
pressures from outside played havoc with the tribe’s unity, and the tribe made a fateful decision 
to ensure their future – everything was to be shared. Smangus is the only place in Taiwan that 
now practices common ownership of land and property.

A Year in the Clouds
司馬庫斯

Format: DigiBeta 

Running Time: 85 mins

Director: Dean Johnson & Frank Smith

Producer: Selena TSAO 

Production Company: PTS 

Distributor: PTS 

Year of Completion: 2011

Awards  
 » Official Selection, Montana CINE Int’l Film  

 Festival 2011 (USA) – Best Indigenous Native  
 People Documentary
 » Montana CINE Int’l Film Festival 2011 (USA) –  

 Honorable Mention for Educational Value
 » Asian TV Awards – Nomination for Best  

 Documentary Programme, Best  
 Cinematography, Best Direction

Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile: +886-932-310-093
E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

“Abba”is a new style musical movie, and the biography movie of the King of Taiwanese songs 
Hung, Yi-Feng. The story began in 2010 with the beginning of the concert as agreed between the 
three brothers of Hung and their father. 

During the search they accidentally discovered that under the ego of rebellion and resistance, the 
only thing that cannot shed apart is their father’s DNA inside their bloods.They also found that 
although father was absence from the family, his works and songs were never absence from them. 

“Abba”is not only a documentary, but the history of Taiwanese popular songs for over five 
decades. A miniature of the great age, a movie that exalts the orthodox art of Taiwan! It is “the first 
musical biography movie of Taiwan”.

Abba
阿爸

Format: HD

Running Time: 93 mins

Director: Jung-Liang HUNG

Producer: Jung-Liang HUNG 

Production Company: Vision International Media Co., LTD. 

Distributor: Vision International Media Co., LTD. 

Year of Completion: 2011

Name: Lion HUNG TEL: +886-2-2392-2370 Mobile: +886-935-567-147
E-mail: 777.vision@gmail.com Website: abba1021.pixnet.net

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

The ebb and flow dance to the perpetual cadence of the sun and moon. As the tide ebbs in the 
intertidal zone between the ocean and land in Taiwan’s Changhua area, a great transformation 
takes place. With the stage set, the people of the area prepare to play their part in an epic 
performance –a true symphony of life. 

This intertidal zone has never announced to the people, “Today the ebb tide will be at 9:36 AM 
”,however, as the tide goes out, migratory birds, oxen, people and even dogs appear as if arriving 
for some prearranged rendezvous.

This slither of muddy intertidal zone in southern Changhua is the last remaining comparatively 
intact stretch of natural coastline in Taiwan; its unique preciousness hidden behind the guise of 
the pristine environment. Bordering this stretch of coast is a small village, which is both a long-
standing traditional lifestyle and a living model for a sustainable future.      

Ebb and Flow 
退潮

Format: DigiBeta NTSC

Running Time: 59 mins

Director: Chin-yuan KE

Producer: Chin-yuan KE / Li-ping YU 

Production Company: PTS 

Distributor: PTS 

Year of Completion: 2011

Awards  
 » Montana CINE Fi lm Festival 2011 (USA)  

 –  Honorable  Ment ion for  Conservat ion  
 Awareness
 » Asian TV Awards Nomination - Best Natural  

 History or Wildlife Programme

Name: Sophie YANG TEL: +886-2-2633-8037 Mobile: +886-932-310-093
E-mail: PTSFestival@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

This is a documentary about a group of amateur wrestlers consisting of all different kinds of 
people, including clothing wholesalers, bartenders, painters, tattooists, computer engineers, 
truck drivers and Cosplay-loving nerds. Together they form a wrestlers’ league called TWT. They 
never ask too much or care too much about winning and losing. They endure the pains and fight 
with all their might in the rings. And they never give up until the results are decided, enjoying 
being cheered and applauded by the passionate audience! But outside the rings, they are nothing 
but ordinary people, searching for their own identities and recognition. When facing their life 
problems of family, love and work, they confront every one of them with the same positive 
attitude as the one they have when fighting in the rings.

Face to Face
正面迎擊

Format: DCP

Running Time: 120 mins

Director: Chuan CHUNG

Producer: LI, YA-MEI 

Production Company: Good Day Films Ltd.

Distributor: Good Day Films Ltd. 

Year of Completion: 2011.12

Name: Nancy LIN TEL: +886-2-2541-2010 Mobile: +886-917-542-476
E-mail: okunilin@gmail.com Website: gooddayfilm.pixnet.net 

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

On average, they are 81 years old but with dreams only 18-year-old.

Among these 17 “Grandriders”, 2 have gone through cancers, 4 need hearing aids, 5 suffer from 
high blood pressure and 8 have coronary diseases. However, at the age of 80 plus, they dare to 
ride on scooters and to feel the land they have lived for life-long again.

The challenges officially begin when they decide to straddle on their scooters: Objections from 
family members, taking driver’s license at old age, aging bodies and bodily functions and every 
possible weather and road conditions along that 1178-kilometer long journey. How do these 
Grandriders overcome the obstacles to the destination they have aspired finally?

Go Grandriders 
不老騎士 - 歐兜邁環台日記

Format: DCP

Running Time: 90 mins

Director: HUA Tien-hau

Producer: Ben TSIANG, Xenia CHANG, 

LIN Yi-ying 

Production Company: Merry Go Round Media Inc. 

Distributor: CNEX Foundation Limited 

Year of Completion: 2012

Awards  
 » 2012 Busan Inter nat ional  F i lm Fest ival- 

 AND Distribution Support Fund

Name: Erica C. C. LIN TEL: +886-2-2322-2928
E-mail: erica.cclin@cnex.org.tw Website: www.cnex.org.tw

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

The Check Fun Store is an innovative business model.  Every store is divided into hundreds 
of small checks to display and sell a wide range of creative products provided by people who 
rent these checks.  Thanks to its risk diversification nature, the check fun store business model 
proliferated in Taiwan when the financial crisis hit in 2007 to carry people through the global 
economic downturn.  This documentary film records the start-up stories of three check owners in 
a cheerful way.  It also witnesses the ups-and-downs of the check fun stores alongside the overall 
economic ups-and-downs.  Through the camera, we see how these witty hardworking check fun 
stores owners and the check leaseholders interacted, trying to pursue opportunities to redirect 
their lives by the check fun store experiences.

Millionaires in Check Fun
百萬格子小富翁

Format: HD

Running Time: 16 mins

Director: FU Yue

Producer: Ben TSIANG, FU Yue 

Production Company: CNEX

Distributor: CNEX 

Year of Completion: 2011

Name: Erica C.C. LIN TEL: +886-2-8230-1643 E-mail: erica.cclin@cnex.org.tw 
Website: www.cnex.org.tw 

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

This story began one day when director Wuna Wu got a phone from his father saying to start 
mortgaging the house. 

Father De-Sheng Wu, told his childhood that hearse, OA office furniture, is all his invention, 
nobody knew if it is true or not. But his invention of sex toys, "men and Tyrant," earned him a 
very large sum of money, but lost it all in gambling. 

Now he bets on all R&D "health record" food processor. He involved all of his money in order to 
simplify the diet way. One day 10 years later, the machine is close to completion.

At this time, one lady came from Malaysia, and with only one month to live, came to Taiwan to 
find "Teacher Wu " for help. Father accepted her bold request. Three weeks later the lady will get 
a checkup. At the same time, the machine sold to the mainland is broken and was returned...

Life is like a gamble. For Wu’s father, he decided in his later years to place a big bet on his life.

Papa's Dream 
日落大夢

Format: HD

Running Time: 60 mins

Director: Wuna WU

Producer: Hsi-chi WANG

Production Company: TheClassicVision Co., Ltd. 

Distributor: TheClassicVision Co., Ltd. 

Year of Completion: 2011.09

Name: Ging LEE TEL: +886-2-8712-6080 Mobile: +886-933-557-525 
E-mail: m0411c@gmail.com

▼ Contact Information 

Synopsis

The creative soul of six maestros in literature; the heart-felt search of five directors.

The most important literary documentary in Taiwan and the most impressive literary movies of 
the 21st Century.

THE INSPIRED ISLAND: Series of 
Eminent Writers from Taiwan
他們在島嶼寫作 :  文學大師系列電影

Format: DCP

Running Time: 6 Episodes

Director: YANG Li-Chou, CHEN, Chuan-Xing, 

CHEN, Hwai-Eng, LIN Jing-Jie, Wen Zhi-Yi

Producer: LIAO Mei-Li 

Production Company: Fisfisa Media.

Distributor: Joint Entertainment International Inc. 

Year of Completion: 2011

Name: Josie CHOU TEL: +886-2-2720-6007 Mobile: +886-930-973-731 
E-mail:  josie@j-ent.com.tw Website: www.j-ent.com.tw 

▼ Contact Information 

Awards  
 » Hong Kong Asian Film Festival
 » Taipei Golden Horse Film Festival 
 » San Francisco International Film Festival
 » Taipei Film Festival
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Synopsis

THE RAW AND THE COOKED is a documentary exploration of Taiwan¹s rich culinary traditions 
and their relationship to the island¹s unique culture.

Taiwan has one of the best and most diverse cuisines in Asia, as food is the foremost passion of 
its 23 million inhabitants. Taiwan is also a densely populated island. Urbanization is proceeding 
while agriculture is in decline. But, there is a growing movement for environmental protection. 

In our tour around the island¹s coastal regions we seek out people who are making a difference 
with innovative projects to create a sustainable food system.

The Raw and the Cooked 
美食人情味

Format: HDCAM

Running Time: 84 mins

Director: Monika Treut

Producer: Monika Treut

Executive Producer: Leh-chyun LIN

Commissioning Editor: Jessie Y. W. SHIH

Co-producer: Wuan-ling GUO
Production Company: 

Hyena Films with PTS, Taiwan 

Year of Completion: 2011

Awards  
 » 2012, Berlinale, Culinary Cinema event

Name: Jessie Y. W. SHIH TEL: +886-2-2633-8115 Mobile: +886-928-122-221 
E-mail: pub6008@mail.pts.org.tw

▼ Contact Information 
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Synopsis

Love becomes intense when you can’t hear, see, or touch each other

In this trip, Melody and Jing-Shan both agree to separate for 2 years and only send one email per 
month to each other to report their recent situations. You could say they are too confident to see 
what love is. With the confidence, they know each other deeper, but is also gradually losing the 
other. However, if they didn’t make this decision, how could they realize love is so fragile but 
powerful?

Melody 
腳趾上的星光

Format: Full HD

Running Time: 90 mins

Director: Jack YEN, Shing-Fang HUANG

Producer: Joe TENG 

Production Company: Nada Anime 

Distributor: Ursa Major & Nada Anime 

Year of Completion: 2012

Name: May-Jen HUANG TEL: +886-2-2570-0269 Mobile: +886-935-570-990 
E-mail: grace@nadaanime.com Website: www.nadaanime.com

▼ Contact Information 
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King Hu


